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ABSTRACT
Tliis thesis is an investigation of some aspects of the 
Negro protest movement in America® Primarily it deals with the 
Negro “identity problem'8 from the perspective of the sociological 
sub-diseiplines of role psychology and social movements®
Although the Negro protest movement is extremely varied, 
every protest organization had had to come to terms with the cul­
tural definitions of Negro inferiority which derive from slavery®
That iSg it is not possible to have an organization which claims 
equality (or superiority) for black people and retain the cultural 
images of black inferiority® Therefore, new definitions and images 
must be developed by every Negro protest organization®
The recant Negro social movements* the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the Black Muslims are analyzed in 
order to discover what their new images of Negroes are and why they 
project these particular images* In the ease of the SCLC* it was 
found ‘that its image of Negro equality is a direct result of the 
goals of the•movement (integration)9 the climate of opinion in which 
the movement developed (high, expectations that equality could be 
achieved) and the nature of the barriers against which the SCLC 
directed its efforts (segregation de jjure)*
Similarly, the ixaage of Negro superiority projected by the 
Muslims relates to their goal of separation from the white community, 
the fact that the Nation ©volved during a time of despair and dis~ 
illusionment, and the fact that the Muslims must deal with the effects 
of de facto segregation*
V
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is useful to conceptualize Negro American history as being 
divided into five phasesj preslavery, which lasted from 1.609 until 
the latter part of the seventeenth century; slavery, a 200-year phase 
which ended during the Civil War; reconstruction, a brief period 
ending sometime in th© 1880 9 s or 18905 s ; the Jim Crow or segregation 
period, which has lasted well into the 1960®si and, finally, the 
present day* This division indicates two major periods —  slavery 
and segregation —  and three shorter, transitional phases® That, is, 
slavery and the Jim Crow regime can be regarded as the two .major 
modes of accommodation which have been constructed between the black 
and whit© communities® Th© three shorter periods are times during 
which the racial groups were moving either away from or toward on® 
of th® two major periods®
To elaborate further, the term “mode of accommodation2*, in 
the context of the general theory of race relations, can be defined 
as a system, more or less institutionalized, wherein two or more 
groups of people interact and interrelate with one another as groups* 
Th© tern itself implies that there is some degree of conflict between 
the groups involved and that a more or less institutionalized means 
of dealing with one another is necessary in order to mediate
2
3that conflict. Modes of accomodation can theoretically range from 
assimilation —  inhere in formerly distinct groups merge to form one 
unified group —  to various forms of dominance —  in which one group 
controls all or almost all aspects (political* legal, social? and 
economic) of the life of another group. As regards American race 
relations? slavery and segregation ar© clearly modes of accommodation 
©f the latter variety. That is, the whit© community m s  in control 
of th© major aspects of Negro life and reaped many economic, social, 
and political, rewards from its position,
A major characteristic of the history of race relations has 
been that both major modes of accommodation and th© life-styles 
incorporated within them have been determined almost solely by the 
whit© cozmounity# In fact, it was not until American race relations 
.entered its fifth and present phase that black people, on a wide­
spread and long-term basis, began to take an active part in struc­
turing the prevailing mod© ©f accommodation.
The reasons for this major reorientation in Negro-white 
relations will, be dealt with in later chapters of this thesis. Suf­
fice it to say for the present that much of th© Negro protest activity 
in recent decades has been an attempt to construct a new mode of 
accommodation to replace the slowly dying Jim Crow regime. This 
flurry of activity <—  which has taken place on many different levels 
and has been guided by many different men, organisations, and philo­
sophies —  represents an extremely complex phenomenon# Goals, tac­
tics, and strategies vary from organization to organization and from 
time to time# Since th© regime of segregation began to weaken in
Ur
'th© late 1940*s# the national Negro leadership has been characterised 
by disunity and fragmentation® There are many issues (e„g c , violence 
vs® nonviolence* integration vs. separation, confrontationist tactics 
vs. judicial tactics vs. revolutionary tactics* etc.) on which the 
leaders of the different movements cannot com© to an agreement®
However, there is on© anomaly with which all civil rights 
leaders must grapple» a problem that they all must solve and that will 
have a significant effect on the direction their organization will 
take® The problem is thiss for reasons that will b© fully explained 
in la tor chapters* there has evolved in the American culture a set 
of imges and stereotypes that defines the Negro as a being distinctly 
inferior to white people® The Negro* for centuries* has been pic­
tured as .lazy* irresponsible * docile * naive* immoral* and stupid.
This image of the. Negro is extremely pervasive in our society.
Throughout th© years of slavery and segregation it characterized the 
whit© roan9s image of the Negro. It was* and still is, an almost 
palpable barrier v/ith which ©very upwardly mobile Negro has had to 
coma to grips® Naturally* it is a factor with which ©very civil 
rights organization must contend. Herein lies the anomaly i every 
civil rights organization is attempting to achieve a set of goals 
that is concerned with equal rights for Negroes —  goals which are 
based upon 'the tenet that Negroes are at least the equals of whit© 
men in all important respects® However, they are faced with a society 
that defines Negroes as inferior in every respect® The goal of equal™ 
ity is obviously irreconcilable with the cultural imagery that 
defines Negroes as inferior. The civil rights organizations 2mast
reconcile these opposing forces in order to justify and legitimate 
their programs; indeed, they must perform this task in order to 
justify their very existence. To accept th© cultural definition of 
inferiority is to negate the idea of ©quality.
It is certain that the new identities being advanced by 
the civil rights organisations are at least the ancestors of th© 
definitions and images that will reinforce and sanction the mode of 
accommodation that is now evo3,ving between the races.
Thus, the new identities, images, and stereotypes being 
advanced by the current Negro protest movement are much more than 
temporary oddities or overzealous excesses. They are both cause and 
effect of the directions that the civil rights movement is taking. 
They are both reflections of, and guidelines for* the current strug­
gle. They are intrinsically important because they will have much 
to do with the state of race relations next month, next year, and 
in the coming decades. In short, they possess both short-run and 
long-range significance.
Obviously, th© new identities are only one component in the 
complex of dynamic forces behind the civil rights movement. How­
ever, they are some of the primary forces and it is, therefore, 
extremely important to understand them and the effect they are 
having on the shaping of th© new mod© of accommodation. This com­
plex interrelationship between men and ideas, between concrete events 
and abstract images and definitions, will, be the primary subject mat­
ter of this thesis.
6First j in Chapter II9 the problem of Negro identity will bo 
analyzed. That is* the problem will b© exactly defined and its roots 
will be briefly traced back to slavery. Also, the major reactions 
of th© conteraporary Negro protest movement to the problem of identity 
will be noted.
Secondly, in Chapters III and IV, two prominent Negro organi­
sations —  th© Black Muslims and the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC)— will be intensively analysed with the object of 
exactly specifying th© image of the Negro which each of these organi­
sations project® In Chapter V, these two organizations will be fur­
ther .analysed, compared, and contrasted in order to better indicate 
the dynamics of image-creation*
Finally, Chapter VI will, return to the concept of "mode of 
accommodation” and will present some indications about th© probable 
shape of the presently evolving mode of accommodation* In this final 
cinapt.org particular attention will be paid not only to th© images pro­
jected by the Muslims and the SCLC and their relative effects on 
American race relations but also to the evolving self-images of Negroes 
in general as well as to changing cultural definitions of Negroese
CHAPTER II
THE PROBLEM OF IDENTITY
Any analysis which purports to deal with th© Negro American 
must take th© institution of American slavery as its starting point* 
Slavery is the dominant fact of Negro American history. From this 
period of bondage emerged th© basic psychological, social., and poli­
tical forms that have governed interaction between the black and 
whit© races® However* if the race problem can b© divided into three 
parts —» the white community, the black community, and th© relation­
ships between the two —  then an understanding of slavery is more 
relevant to th© latter two parts* The whit© eamnxunity has its cul­
tural and historical roots in Europe and th© various European cul­
tures» However,' both th© black coimmmity and the relationships 
between th© two communities have their origins in slavery. Slavery 
shaped and molded the Negro American. His language, mores, folkways, 
personality, family patterns —  indeed virtually his entire subcul­
ture —  find their roots in slavery.
America has been populated by immigrant groups from every 
continent in the world® However, the experience of th© Negro is 
different from the experience of all other immigrant groups in at 
least one significant respects th© Negro slave entered the planta­
tions of the Western Hemisphere without continuous cultural heritage,
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without group support and reinforcement , and without institutions 
that could be transplanted in America® Because of the way in which 
the slave trad© was carried out, th® Negro cam© to America almost 
as an acultural animal. The demands mad® of other immigrant groups 
m y  .have been traumatic but hardly as much so as those mad© of the 
Negro © Other groups were able to meet the hardships of adjustment 
and "Americanisation" as a group with an extant culture, with ties —  
political, social, and economic *»« that bound th© immigrants together 
and enabled them to interact with American culture and society as a 
relatively unified and cohesive group. Thus, the individual immi­
grant m s  able to meet the strain of acculturation with the security 
and confidence that inheres from the existence of strong and stable 
group ties. Here central to the concerns of this thesis, individual 
immigrants were able to retain a strong sense of personal worth and 
self-esteem in th© face of a culture that placed a high valuation on 
" Amor 1canisme " They were able to do this because their major refer­
ence group —  the immigrant group itself —  continued to function as 
a primary measuring point or "yardstick" from which th© individual 
could receive favorable evaluations and judgments as to his personal 
worth* That is, in the face of a. society that labeled all Irishmen, 
for example, as "fisheaters," "filthy Roman Catholics,” or "menaces 
to th© purity of American institutions," the individual Irishman 
could still retain a positive and ©ven powerful self-image by using 
th© Irish immigrant group and culture as his major referent. Thus, 
by retaining the group and making it a sort of "sub-society," the 
individual immigrant, even when handicapped by differences in
9language or race , could retain positive self-images in the face of 
pervasive negative cultural imagery#
All of this is not to suggest that immigrant groups other 
than the Negro had no problems in accommodating themselves to Ameri­
can society# Obviously not all non-Negro immigrants were stable , 
wall-adjusted, ^normal6* individuals# The emotional scars accumulated 
from the experience of being a non-white in a white man,s society or 
concomitantly, being a non-American in American society, were burned 
deeply into the psyches of many individual immigrants•^  However, 
whether all immigrants possessed a potent self-image or not is imma­
terial* The fact is that for non-Negro immigrants# there existed a 
much stronger possibility of developing a potent self-image because 
the .group# the subculture# mediated the damaging effects of the nega­
tive imagery of the larger culture 0
The Negro American did not import this structured group# 
this intact subculture that might have enabled him to transplant 
strong positive self-images to combat the negative images contained 
in th© larger culture# The Negro*s set of self-images, just like 
virtually all other aspects of his subculture, was made in Americae 
A Negro is not and cannot be an Afro-American in the same sense that 
a white citisen can be, for example, a German-Araerican© Because of 
his experiences during slavery, the Negro American was severed from 
his cultural and historical roots in Africa®
-*-For a summary of the kinds of problems faced by European 
immigrant groups see Will Herberg, Protestant, Catholic, Jew (Garden 
City, New Yorks Doubleday, i960) •
%Tal©n X# Safa, nThe Case For Negro Separatisms The Crisis, 
of Identity in the Block Community,” Urban Affairs Quarterly 
4- {September, 1968),
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It should b© noted that there is a controversy regarding the 
matter of exactly how much of their African culture the Negroes were 
able to transplant in the New World. N. J. Herskovits, in his book 
Th® Myth of the Negro Pastcontends that Negroes were able to import 
a significant portion of their former culture*
Herskovits6 primary antagonist in this debate is E* Franklin 
Frasier who states his position (and the position taken in this thesis) 
in The Negro in the United Statesand in the introduction to Black
5?Qgje c
Fraaier sees American slavery as both a tcdeeulturatingM and 
&n>,MacculturatingM experience. That is* in Frasier®s view, th©
experience of slavery caused the Negro to divest himself of the last
T"
remnants of his African culture and begin to construct a Negro Ameri 
can subculture« In describing this dual process, Frasier says*
t£. On th© plantation in th© southern states, th© Negro slave 
sloughed off almost completely his African cultural hori- 
, tage« Th© African family was destroyed and th© slave was 
separated from his kinsmen and friends » . • there was 
litt3.o chance that he could reknit th© ties of kinship and 
old associations . . .  whatever memories he might have re­
tained of his native land and native customs became mean­
ingless in th© New World. Th© very fact that the majority 
of th© slaves were young males practically eliminated the 
possibility of recreating a social organisation that could 
perpetuate and transmit the African cultural h e r i t a g e
N^o J. Herskovits, The Myth of th© Negro Past (New forks 
Harper, 19^2)®
E^c Franklin Frasier, The Negro in the United States - (New 
Xorks Macmillan, 19^9)•
•*£& Franklin Frazier, Black Bourgeosie (New Xorks Collier 
Books, 1968), pp. 15-30.
%bid«, p. 17e
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In all probability, the Negro managed to import and maintain 
some of his African customs • However, th© core of his native cul­
ture (i#e,, th© basic family-eeonomie-politieal-religious structures) 
were destroyed by slavery and replaced by th© master-slave relation­
ship#^
It should also be noted that Herskovits has admitted that 
African survivals ar© M. « » less easily recognised in the United
p
States than in Brazil and th© West Indies# Also, Herskovits has 
said that eV  ® # one can see of the United States • • # as a. region 
where departures from African modes of life were greatest, and where 
such Africanisms as persisted were carried through in generalised 
form almost never directly referable to a specific tribe or a defi­
nite &rea<A?<^
North American slavery was uniquely well suited for its 
acculturative functions Its uniqueness derived from its psycholo­
gical and emotional impact on the slave 0 It was the structure of 
the institution and th© way in which slaves were forced, given that 
structure, to relate to other slaves, to their masters, and, there"® 
fore, to themselves, that was th© primary factor in creating the 
cultural definitions of Negroes and the identities and roles that 
were available to Negroes0 Therefore, slavery itself created the 
problem of identity#
?Safa, The Case For Negro Separatism,” p# 48#
^Frazier, Black Bourgeosie, p# 197»
v «»t.i#iiirnii»#.imm#     T n # i t  n imn urn in w —
%afa, f,The Case For Negro Separatism,” p« 48#
Professor Stanley Elkins has written a masterful analysis of 
the psychological effects of slavery on the American Negro The 
starting point for Elkins8 analysis is his observation that the cul­
tural imagery that defined the Negro as an eternal child (i»e«, the 
set of images that Elkins calls the Black Sambo stereotype) had a 
vary real and very vital existence in th© British colonies0 Elkins 
defines the Black Sambo stereotype as the belief that the Negro was?
» • o docile but irresponsible, loyal but lazy, humble 
but chronically given to lying and stealing; his behavior 
was full of infantile silliness and his talk was inflated 
with childish exaggerations His relationship with his 
master was one of utter dependence and childlike attach­
ment » o e Although the merest hint of (his) manhood might 
fill the southern breast with scorn9 the child, 8 in his 
place8, could be exasperating and loveable • • •
tfSambo1* abounds in the southern literature and folklore of the period 
and was th© basic guideline employed by whites in their interactions 
with Negroes®. This conception of the Negro also served to justify 
and legitimate slavery as a necessary and benevolent form of protec­
tion®
Professor Elkins feels that Sambo is much more than simply 
a stereotype® In fact, he feels that th© characteristics of Sambo 
were embodied in the personalities of Negroes under slavery, that 
Sambo was a distinguishable personality type, and that the Sambo 
personality was a necessary and inevitable adaptation to the American 
system of slavery. Since he feels that there is sufficient evidence 
to conclude that Sambo did exist, the problem is to determine why it
^Stanley Elkins, Slavery (New Yorks Universal Library, 19&3)
U -Ibid. , p. 8 2 ®
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existedf i®©®, what wer© the essential mechanisms or dynamic forces 
which created Sambo?
Elkins begins to answer this question by the process of 
aliminatione Firsts Sambo cannot be explained by reference to innate 
racial characteristics® Sambo, as a personality type , was virtually 
unknown to the pre-colonial African cultures. Also, explorers and 
visitors to the west coast of Africa do not describe the natives in 
terms that bear any significant relationship to the Sambo of North 
American slavery© Secondly, Sambo cannot be a product of slavery 
per se» In South America, which instituted slavery at about th© same 
general time as North America, and which drew its slaves from the 
s&saa population'pool9 Sambo is notable only because of his absence®
If Sambo derives neither from racial differences nor from the fact 
of slavery itself, Elkins concludes, then ho must coma from some 
peculiarity or set of peculiarities in the North American system of 
slavery*
Th© unique factor that sets American slavery apart is the 
fact that it, more than any other system cf slavery, was a "closed 
sy$tam9" That is, in Elkins view, in North American slavery the 
Negro was totally dependent upon the masters all things —  food, 
shelter, clothes; all lines of authority; all sources of love, hate, 
and even truth —  began and ended with the master® In short, the 
master was the sole significant other of the slaves9 existencee
American slavery m s  able to progress into this closed sys­
tem —  this "perverted patriarchy” —  because there was no institu­
tion within American society that had the power needed to halt the
14
evolutionary process# Th© Anglican Church was weak in th© colonies 
and® even if it wanted to, probably could not have altered the sys­
tem of slaveryo Th© monarchy was interested only in tax revenue 
from the colonies# The king had no desire to interfere in the rela­
tionship between master and slave# The only institution that might 
have been able to regulate slavery was the colonial legislature s9 
These* at least in th© South, were controlled by th© plantation 
©lit© —  tli© very group that had the largest stake in the system of 
slavery® Even th© British legal system, having progressed beyond 
fuedalism, had no category of "slave” and, therefore, there were no 
institutionalised cheeks within the Common Law that might have altered 
the evolution of American slavery*
It is Elkins* belief that Black Sambo was a creation of th© 
way in which American slaveryg given free reign to evolve as it 
.might* was finally structured* Sambo was not a complete fabrication 
invented by evil slave owners for purposes of Justifying their exploi­
tation of th© Negro* Bather, the Sambo image was, at least partially, 
a reflection of reality# It was th© end-product of th© American sys­
tem of slavery* Th© Sambo-like character was, in fact, an adaptation 
that the exigencies of the system demanded* Given the structure in 
which the Negro lacked, first of all, a meaningful subculture and 
self-image outside of the system and, secondly, was faced with th© 
necessity of relating himself to an all-powerful "father-figure" as 
the primary basis for social action, thought, and perceptions, the 
emergence of the ehUd-lik® Sambo was, at least in Elkins' view, 
virtually inevitable«
Although Elkins® analysis of American slavery is provocative 
and well-reasoned* it cannot be accepted at face value® On© objection 
that can be raised to Elkins® treatise is that there existed a discer­
nible stratification system within slavery in which house servants
IPformed th© "upper class” and field hands formed th© "lower class o’* ~ It 
is probable that the house servants* because of their privileged status, 
were able to escape th© worst effects of the negative cultural imagery®
Also, David B. Davis in his book* The Problem of Slavery in 
Western Civiliz at ion, has pointed out that slavery in the United States 
was not the uniformly "closed” system that Elkins claims it was* As 
opposed to Elkins, Davis attempts to demonstrate that slavery in the 
United States was not a rigid, monolithic structure that everywhere 
and always subjected the Negro to a "perverted patriarchy.M Davis 
noted many variations in the strictness with which the rules of the 
system were enforced®^ In particular* Davis notes the case of a slav© 
named, Simon Gray who, because of his extrema competence, was made th© 
captain of a Mississippi River flatboat in th© 1850®sQ In spits of 
his status as slave, Gray supervised crews that included white man®
In direct violation of law, Gray was allowed “• * ® to carry firearms, 
to travel freely on his own, to build and run sawmills, and to con­
duct commercial transactions as his company8s agent«
•^Margaret Pratt Williams, "Status Differentiation Within 
American Slavery,” (unpublished Master9s Thesis, College of William 
and Mary, 1969)*
•^?David Bo Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Civiliza- 
tion (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1966),"pp® 233“
261®
^ I b i d p, p. 230.
While th© two works cited above do raise quite legitimate 
objections to th© Elkins® thesis, they do not, finally* invalidate 
th® major thrust of that thesis® No slave, unless totally isolated 
from society, could live entirely apart from the images which defined 
hia as less than & complete human being® Even the most revered and 
honored house servant —  oven the few Simon Grays —  given the per­
vasiveness of th© Sambo imagery and the system which fostered it, 
could not entirely escape its effects®
Th® degree of self-hatred * apathy, and dependency created by 
the system can b© seen from the lack of sustained, widespread attempts 
blithe slaves to alter their situation»- Of the 250 slave "revolts*9 
enumerated by Herbert Aptheker, all but three war© clearly insignifi- 
.msitf local, and temporary outbursts®It is also significant that 
the three significant attempts to change th© system were led by 
' Negroes from the top of the stratification system® Gabriel Prosser, 
who led an abortive movement against slavery in Henrico County* 
Virginia, in 1801* was a blacksmith® Denmark Vesoy, th© man who* in 
Charleston, South Carolina, in 1822* constructed the most organized 
and sophisticated slave revolt, was a free Negro and very successful 
carpenter® V@sey®s movement* like Prosser0®, was discovered and 
crushed before it had a chance to begin its revolution® Nat Turner, 
from Southhampton County* Virginia, constructed th© bloodiest of 
slave revolts* killing 56 whites in 48 hours® Turner was a self- 
styled preacher, had bsen a house servant during his formative years,
1*>^Charles Silberm&n, Crisis in Black and White (New York: 
Vintage Books* 1964), p® 79®
1?
16and was highly respected by the local Negro population«
The fact that these attempts to alter the system of slavery 
where affected by "upper class" Negroes suggests that it was, indeed, 
possible for Negroes from the upper ranks of the stratification sys­
tem to escape the plantation's "perverted patriarchy" and develop 
positive and powerful self "images that would enable them to act 
against — * not merely react to —  the systems,
For the majority of slaves, however, the system was closed® 
Because few outside influences were allowed to intrude, most slaves 
had no choice but to incorporate Sambo as part of their self-image.
Tp say that all slaves embodied all the characteristics of Sambo is 
a gross overstatement. However, it is true that the system of slavery 
provided a general set of guidelines for th© development of self- 
image and that each slave had to come to terms with the role offered 
to him in same wayB His alternatives were few. At th© very least 
he had to conform to the role in his overt behavior. To violate th© 
strictures placed upon his life was to invite harsh and immediate 
penalties®
All of this is not to imply that th© development of a posi­
tive self-image was impossible for the Negro under slavery. One of 
the basic principles of rol© psychology is that a favorable self- 
image derives from the positive evaluations by significant others of 
one3s role performance. Thus, a Negro could develop a positive self- 
image by the simple expedient of becoming "the best nigger on the
^Lerone Bennett, Before the Mayflower (Baltimore, Maryland; 
Penguin Books, 1964), pp. 111-126.
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plantation*” However, no matter how well he performed or how high 
his rank In the slave stratification system, he was always a "nigger” 
in th® eyes of the white community and he was constantly aware of the 
profound implications of that facte
The creation of Sambo as th© most basic identity available to 
the slaves marks the beginning of the problem of Negro identity* It 
should, be mad© clear that, even during the most psychologically 
-devastating days of slavery, this problem was not centered —  as soma 
current black leaders have claimed —  about any lack of identity®
Negroes have always had an identity as defined by their available 
social roles, public opinion, cultural imagery, and th© relationships 
between these factors® Rather, the problem stems from the fact that 
these available identities denied to the Negro some very important 
human traits that dealt with qualities of adulthood, maturity, and 
innate competency® The whit© community, by defining Negroes in terms 
of th© Sambo stereotype, in effect defined them as eternal children 
unabi© to assume th© responsibilities of adulthood® Taken by itself, 
this kind of public definition need not be psychologically disruptive *
Other minority groups have experienced similar problems and have 
©merged relatively unscathed® The factor that makes all the difference 
in th© eas© of the Negro is that, because of the absence of other ego- 
defenses, the Negro became convinced of the veracity of the stereotype, 
Malcolm X°s statement that "the worst crime the white man has commit­
ted is to teach us to hate ourselves”***? is as true of the Negro in
•^Quoted in Silberman, Crisis in Black and .White, p® 68,
slavery as it is of the Negro of the Jim Crow period and the Negro 
of the early 1960®s* The slave had few ways of defining himself 
except those offered by the larger society. Therefore, the slave 
was forced to construct a self-image that incorporated some basic 
doubts about his relative worth as a person.
Before the Civil War, the problem of identity for the slaves 
was* in a sense, not & problem at all. Perhaps in some minds, such 
as those of Prosser, Ves@y, and Turner, that could not, for whatever 
reason, believe in their own inferiority, the problem may have mani­
fested itself in a kind of gnawing self-hatred for their impotence 
in the face of society® s denial of their basic humanity. Occasion- 
ally, these individuals may have decided to carry the charade no 
.farther and m y  have struck out at the system with the ferocity and 
unspeakable barbarism that springs from a hopeless and all-consuming 
rage© But attempted reorganizations of so basic a thing as self- 
image comes only when the individual concludes, however unconsciously, 
that his current identity is unserviceable and that a more desirable 
image is ascertainable. For th© great majority of slaves, the Sambo 
image retained its functionality. It allowed them to exist within 
th© system in relative peace and harmony. The system allowed few 
breaches of discipline and avoiding the cruder penalties of life was 
a major preoccupation. Certainly, playing the role of Sambo was an 
easy and acceptable way of avoiding th© harsher sanctions of the 
overseer. Playing out th© script written for him by plantation 
society, therefore, had certain obvious adaptive benefits.
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In a situation such as this where a people knows no other 
status than that of inferiority —  where they are socialized to 
their own inferiority —  a self-image that says g in effect, "I am a 
child who is automatically and constitutionally less of a human being 
that the whit© roan" was not an unbearable burden or inevitably a 
source of psychological tensions In fact, the Sambo image, because 
It legitimized and esqplained the current regime, allowed the slave 
to live with the system* Because it often convinced him of his own 
inferiority, it allowed him to function in a society that institu­
tionalized that same inferiority® In short, for the great majority 
of Negroes, there was no “status strain8' in slavery; i.e®, no radi­
cal discrepancy in the slaveG s mind between things as they ware and 
things a a they should have been0
It was not until after slavery ended that the problem of iden­
tity became widespread among th® Negro population® In fact, th© 
problem was not really articulated ©r deeply felt by th© great major­
ity of Negroes during the years of segregation® (Th© followers of 
Marcus Garvey are an obvious exception to the preceding statement® 
Garveyism will b© dealt with later in the chapter®) It was not until 
th© past twenty or twenty-five years that Negro identity has be com® 
a public concern and then it arose only after some very basic struc­
tural. changes occurred within the white and black communities® The 
factors that have made the problem so central to the racial situation 
today will now be briefly recounted®
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Basically* th® dynamics of th® problem are two in number. 
Firstp charing the century sine© slavery ended s the cultural ima­
gery which has served to define the qualities of "Negron©ssM for 
both whites and blacks has not altered until very recently its 
effects on the psyches of both communities& In white sectors of 
American society» until the past five or ten years* Negros® were 
still defined as inferior» In th© black sectors of societyP Negroes 
still suspected that th© whites were correct.
Secondly* especially sine© th© First World War* there has 
been a marked change in the aspirations and general situation of 
the MsgrOo Most basically* the Negro has migrated from the rural 
South, to th© urban North. This has released a sizeable portion of 
tli© Negro population from the smothering hold of a Jim Crow regime. 
This simple redistribution of population has had enormous effects 
on the Negro. Most importantly it has allowed him to think thoughts 
of ©quality openly and without fear of immediate punishment® Because 
of the forces set in motion by this great migration* increasing num« 
bars of Negroes have com© to regard equality whatever that abstract 
term may mean to them as individuals —  as a desirable and attainable 
commodity.
This then is at least a part of th© new American Dilemmas 
th© fact that African natives were ripped from their cultural con­
texts* transported to America and then* without benefit of adequate 
psychological defenses* were subjected to a form of slavery so rigid 
and closed that it mad® of the slave a virtual child dependent upon 
his roaster® From the ethos of slavery sprung a set of cultural images
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that equated the Negro with the Sambo imago. Today, a hundred years 
after th© end of slavery, Sambo Is still very much a part of Negro 
life© Having been perpetuated during th© Jim Crow period, it has 
remained, until recently, the major sat of images that defined, both 
for whites and blacks, th© basic qualities of "Negroness*”
Haring th© years sine© slavery ended, the reactions of 
Negroes to the Sambo image have been many and diverse© In fact, most 
of 'the Negro protest organisations that have ©merged since I865 can 
be seen as attempts to change the traditional cultural imagery® As 
the years have passed —  and as Negroes have become less and less 
!i&h&‘ck©!©d by oppressive regimes —  th© number of "anti-Sambo” organi­
sations has increased steadily. However, in spite of the fact that 
j%Xi of these organizations are reacting to a single s©t of stimuli, 
th© differences in images projected, ideologies, strategies, and 
‘^ultimate goals have been great.
Th© diversity of organised reaction to the Sambo image had 
its birth almost simultaneously with the beginning of twentieth cen­
tury Negro protest® Th© first meaningful split within the protest 
movement occurred when W® B® B. DuBois took umbrage -with th© seemingly 
submissive leadership of Booker T. Washington in the early part of 
this century. Specifically, DuBois attacked Washington for his insis­
tence that the only viable way for Negroes to gain equality was to 
ignore areas in which white resistance was strong (e.g., political 
and legal rights) and concentrate on building up Negro power in other 
ways less likely to antagonize th© white community® Eventually, 
Washington felt, when the Negro had proved himself to be a worthwhile
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person, the white man would recognize his virtue and grant him all
due citizenship rights. DuBois, on the other hand, felt that a much
broader attack was called for. He felt that the Negro should advance
simultaneously in all fields «—  political, legal, economic, and social.
Only if armed with the power of the ballot and adequate legal redress,
18DuBois felt, could the Negro protect his economic advances.
Th© debate between DuBois and Washington was much more than
simply a disagreement over questions of tactics and strategy. At its
very base it was a debate over what a Negro was, how he should be
defined, what basic qualities characterized him as a person. Washing-
ton, at least publicly, utilized the traditional southern conceptions
of the Negroo His program was based on the assumption that the Negro
would have to endure a long period of self-improvement before he would
become prepared to accept the basic responsibilities of citizenship©
DuBois, on the other hand, refused to believe in the inferiority of
th© Negro. His book, The Souls of Black Folk, is a tribute to the
Negro American —  to his industriousness, his humor, his long-suffering,
and his contribution to the foundation of American society.
During the period 1895 to 1915 * Washington was undoubtedly
19th© most famous and most powerful Negro in the country. He con­
trolled, directly or indirectly, the few Negro protest organizations 
of the time, was able to dictate editorial policy to almost every 
major Negro newspaper, and gave advice and counsel on race problems
■^Th© main features of this debate are summarized in W. E. B. 
DuBois, The Souls of Black Folk (Greenwich, Connecticut? Fawcett 
Publications, 19&77 Chapter in#
^Jolin H. Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (New York: A. A.
Knopf, 196?), p. 397.
to presidents® However, with his death in 19!5? the influence of 
Washington8s policy, and hone©, the guiding force of his conception 
of Negro identity, began to wane®
DuBois made a more lasting impression on th© American racial 
situation® Largely because of his disaffection with Washington,
DuBois helped to found and guide first the short-lived Niagra Move­
ment and then, in 1909® the immensely significant NAACP. The NAACP 
is not only the grandfather of the entire civil rights movement, but, 
in fact, was virtually th© entire civil rights movement until th©
19508s* Throughout the bleak years of the end of the Jim Crow period,
the NAACP almost singleh&ndedly kept alive the goal of complete assi-
20mil&tion as the only acceptable solution to the racial problem.
Its strategies and tactics realized a fruition in the Supreme Court 
school desegregation decision of 195^• This date marked a very defi­
nite turning point in th© history of American race relations® No 
longer would segregation be an acceptable life-style for Negroes 1 
the decision of the Supreme Court established the goal of integration 
and assimilation as a viable and seemingly possible goal®
While DuBois and the NAACP were keeping alive th© image of 
the Negro who would settle for nothing less than all of his rights, 
a third party —  Marcus Garvey «—  entered the Washington-DuBois 
debate® Again, the position of Garvey did not relate only to question 
of strategy but also to fundamental conceptions of what Negroes were 
and what they should be. Garvey, a Jamaican Negro, had come to the 
United States shortly before the First World War and eventually
^9Lewis Killian, The Impossible Revolution? (New York:
Random House , 1968), pp. 2*5—46,
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fashioned the first genuine mass movement among Negro Americans.
Garvey was a separatist® He established the Universal Negro Improve­
ment Association (UNIA) for the purpose of eventually returning the 
Negro population to its African homeland. His position, directly- 
opposed to that of DuBois and Washington, who were both integration- 
ists, was that the white man*s society was too blatantly racist, too
hopelessly prejudiced to ever treat the Negro with justice and 
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equality. ' With that kind of basic assumption, the obvious solu­
tion to the problem was to withdraw from the white man8 s society and 
construct a society in which th© Negro could, at last, live in peace 
apd harmony*
V Tims, years before Jim Crow had begun to expire, there existed 
*• three major Negro protest organisations to this country which were, 
in the main, attempts to deal with the problem of Negro identity.
Quk $ led by Washington, embodied a conciliatory and gradualistic 
approach to the problem and projected an image of the Negro that was 
not radically removed from th© traditional southern stereotypes and 
definitions. The second, led by V/. E® B. DuBois, was in many ways a 
reaction to the leadership style of Washington. It incorporated an 
image of th© Negro as a person who was wrongly treated by the system 
and who strongly desired and rightfully deserved all of his citizen­
ship rights and all of his manhood. Garveyism, the third major 
movement, owed much of its momentum to its constant message that 
Negroes are, to fact, superior beings whose potentialities had been 
shamefully suppressed by a corrupt and immoral white society.
^Franlclto, From Slavery to Freedom, p. ^90.
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Washington • s kind of approach to the problem gradually lost influence 
as the years passed? but the programs, ideologies, and images estab­
lished by Garvey and DuBois in the 1910*s and 1920's would, after 
some thirty years of relative stagnation, re emerge to guide and direct 
the current era of Negro protest*
As the cases of DuBois and Garvey illustrate, it is apparent 
that most of what can be called the "new images” of th© Negro, i«@», 
those images established by the various Negro protest organizations 
since the early 1900ss, tend to be, in varying degrees, the opposite 
of th© Sambo image of slavery* That is, all Negro leaders from W« E* 
Be DuBois through Eldridge Cleaver, in constructing their new images, 
have tended to stand th© old images on their heads. This process is 
most apparent in such organizations as Garvey's UNIA, the Black 
Muslims, and other "black superiority" groups* However, th© same 
kind of dialectic has helped to determine the images projected by 
such moderate and integrationist organizations as the MACP and the 
National Urban League (MJL)© According to the ideologies of these 
organizations? the dirty, ignorant "field niggers" have been replaced 
by crisp, intelligent, sharply-groomed black business executives; the 
stumbling, inept Stepin Fetchit has been supplanted by dark, angry 
young militants who literally terrorize suburban living rooms with 
their menacing scowls on the 6*30 news; bombastic and fanatic back­
woods preachers have been eclipsed by the reasoned and restrained 
teachings of Martin Luther King; and overweight and fussy "mammy's" 
have been transformed into television's sleek and chic Julia*
2?
These changes of image are, of course , both cause and effect 
of th© civil rights movement* On© cannot have a social movement 
that claims equality for Negroes and still pay allegiance to th© 
traditional conceptions of Negro inferiority e Th© exact m y  in which 
a particular organization will respond to this problem is determined 
by factors that vary along many different dimensions* Speaking very 
generally, the current organizations can be broken down into two 
groups s the integrationists and th© nationalists«
The first group, which is composed of organizations such as 
the NM.GP, th© SCLC, and the MJL, has as its goal the complete inte­
gration and assimilation of the Negroes into the mainstream of 
.American life* However, approved strategies and tactics vary quite 
widely, Generally th© integrationists fall into two camps a those 
that utilize Judicial tactics as a means of achieving integration 
.and those that rely on confrontation to achieve the same goal® The 
use of Judicial tactics is epitomised by the NAACP. This organisa­
tion has, since the days of W» E* B, DuBois, relied primarily on 
court decisions and the passage of legislation as its primary weapon 
in the fight against segregation* This kind of approach doss not 
generally limit itself to specific cases in which segregation or 
discrimination exists but, rather, seeks to win favorable court 
rulings or legislation which apply to all cases of a specific kind. 
For example, the Brown vs® Topeka Board of Education case was not 
Just an attempt to halt school segregation in Topeka or even Just 
in Kansas* It was, rather, a legal springboard for the halting of 
school segregation wherever it existed.
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On the other hand, the eonfront&tionist organizations such 
as the SCLC and, until recently, SNCC and CORE, concentrate on spe­
cific instances in which segregation, discrimination, or other forms 
of racial injustice have occurred• Where the judicial organizations 
seek to fight the battle for equal rights in court rooms and the 
halls of Congress, the ccnfrontationist organizations bring the 
struggle to the streets* By various forms of pressure tactics and 
non-violent civil disobedience such as boycotts, sit-ins, picketing, 
strikes, marches, freedom rides, etc*, they seek to secure immediate 
and complete desegregation* Typical targets include lunch counters, 
schools, parks and residential areas,
Th© nationalist organizations', a category which includes the 
Black Muslims, and, since the mid-1960*s, SNCC, CORE, and the Black 
Panthers, ar© also of two types. The first type, which may be 
labeled th© conversion-oriented organizations and which is epitomised 
by the Black Muslims, does not attack the system directly. Rather, 
these organisations prefer to deal with th© effects of the system and 
attempt to change the Negro, Thus, they change th© system only 
indirectly and only insofar as they successfully alter the personali­
ties of large numbers of Negroes, Joining one of these types of 
organizations usually entails a kind of moral and spiritual conver­
sion which, in turn, is the result of a massiv© shifting of self-image. 
From a Negro #10 has been confronted with the "black equals bad" 
symbology all bis life and who has come, by constant reinforcement, 
to believe that symbology,. th© convert to. black nationalism suddenly 
changes his basic conceptions of self and his definitions of life.
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He becomes proud of his blackness and convinced of his manhood#
The second type of nationalist organization contains more 
variation in terms of structure, goals, ideologies, etce than any 
of the above three classifications# Included in this classifica­
tion would be such diverse organisations as th© Black Panthers and 
the late i960 * s edition of CORE# These organizations differ from 
th© other nationalist groups (e.g., the Muslims) in that they 
attempt to directly alter not only the structure of race relations 
but also the structure of American society# Some of these organi­
sations (e«g®, CORE) seek to establish separate, virtually autono­
mous black communities within the terratori&l United States. Others 
threaten to become genuinely revolutionary organizations concerned 
with the destruction of American Society (e*g#, the Black Panthers)# 
-Because of the extremist nature of their goals, perhaps the best sin­
gle label for these organizations would be 3,radical0n Generally, 
the radical, groups exist on the fringes of th© Negro civil rights 
movement but have increasingly, in recent years, become the focus 
of attention#
'All of the above organizations project images that are, again, 
opposed to the Sambo image. The degree of opposition depends, to a 
large extent, on the goals of the movement. With the possible excep­
tion of Booker T. Washington, those organizations that strive for 
integration present a picture of the Negro as a person who demands 
all of his citizenship rights and refuses to succumb quietly to the 
limitations of second-class citizenship. These organizations ar© 
built upon the belief that society is capable of accommodating
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integration. That is, there is a widespread belief that the system 
itself is good and valuable but that certain aspects of it must be 
altered in order to eliminate a crippling injustice, Therefore, 
these movements are careful to preserve and accentuate the basic 
“Americanism” of the Negro, They constantly affirm the belief that 
the Negro is as good a citizen as anybody els© and. that he is as 
patriotic and as dedicated to the principles of the Constitution as 
any white man. They are saying, in effect, that the Negro can be 
the equal of th© white man in all important ways if he is simply 
given the opportunity.
The identities offered by th© integrationist movement are 
in.harmony with their basic goals. They are striving for equal 
status and integration; and, obviously, they must espouse their 
belief that th© Negro is, in fact, the equal of the white man. This 
is necessary to legitimize and rationalize their goals.
This same kind of harmony exists between the goals of the 
nationalist organizations and the images they project. These move­
ments are born of a disilJLusionment with th© “white man®s'* society.
In the extreme, the nationalists have abandoned the hope of meaning­
ful change 'within th© system; indeed, many have given up th© possi­
bility of hope itself. With the exception of organizations like the 
Black Panthers, th© solution that they have set upon is separation 
of one kind or another from the white population. Schemes of separa­
tion rang© from grandiose plans for a separate nation for Negroes 
to reasoned, pragmatic plans for local control of community institu­
tions (school boards, sanitation departments, welfare organizations9
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etc*)* Whatever the variation on the basic them© of alienation and 
despair, a major part of the rhetoric of the movement is concerned 
with condemning white society* The same dialectic apparent in 
Garveyism also operates here i if th© white man is to be condemned, 
then th© black man mast be praised* Also, if separation of any kind 
is to be legitimized, then the nationalist groups must demonstrate 
somehow that the Negro is capable of managing his own affairs a They 
have had little opportunity to demonstrate the viability of separa­
tion on a concrete level so they must, therefore, concentrate on 
symbolic demonstrations e
The nationalists are, for the most part, idealists* However* 
they are realistic enough to realize that any schema for political 
action that is based on mass participation cannot succeed unless the 
people involved have a firm belief in the possibility of success. 
Obviously, the people will not exert any kind of effort if they are 
convinced that their attempts mil be inevitably futile. As part 
of their effort to instill in the black masses this confidence in the 
future, the nationalist groups have utilized their projected iden­
tities quite extensively. That is, as a first step in conversion, 
they attempt to reverse the effects of three centuries of psycholo­
gical oppression and instill in their recruits a new confidence and 
a pride in blackness. Thus, one of the primary goals of these organi­
zations is to change the basic self-images of members of the black 
camrnunity. It is believed, with considerable justification, that 
only after the old, traditional identities are abandoned and replaced 
by new identities that emphasize the power and potency of the Negro
character, will the black community be able to effect significant 
political and economic reforms* Thus, the goals of the nationalist 
movements are also in harmony with the identities being offered. In 
fact, often the reorganization of self-image is the major goal of a 
nationalist movement e
In the following chapters, two organizations —  the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference and the Black Muslims —  will be 
analyzed with regard, to th© identities they project, the reasons 
they have espoused these particular identities, and ‘the relationships 
between th© identities and other significant factors in the organisa­
tions. Those 'two organizations are taken as roughly representative 
of*the two "wings" (i.e., integrationist vs. nationalist) of the 
Negro protest movement which have been surveyed in the preceeding 
pa^es» It is hoped that by taking two widely different organizations 
some principles can be discovered that are significant not only for 
the SCLC and the Muslims but for both types of protest organizations 
and for the status of American race relations in general.
The following analysis mil, for the most part, concentrate 
on the Muslims and the SCLC as they imre structured in th© early and 
middle 1960®s. This is th© time period during which both organiza­
tions achieved their maximum importance and publicity. Therefore, 
it is also the period during which th© images projected by these 
organizations had maximum impact on the Negro population. Chapter 
VI will briefly bring the histories of these two movements up to date.
CHAPTER I H
THE BLACIC MUSLIMS
Before analyzing and describing th© image that the Black 
Muslims present* a brief summary of their history is necessary® As 
m s  indicated in the previous chapter* the Black Muslims are clearly 
a part of the twentieth century nationalist tradition of Negro pro­
test® That is* they have abandoned the possibility of attaining 
racial Justice and ©quality. in the white man*s society and have 
embark©d cm a course of separation from "that society® Although 
they share many traits with other nationalist groups* th© Muslims 
arc unique in their history* ideology and organization.
The Muslims* whog© official name is The Foot-Found Nation of 
Islam in North America * were founded in Detroit in the early 1930 ■ s.^ 
At that time* a mysterious peddler by the name of Wallace B» Fard 
appeared and began dispensing* along with his wares* what was to 
become the basic message of Islam® Gradually* Fard9 s following 
increased to such an extent that a permanent building was pur­
chased and Muslim Temple Number One was established® By 1935? 
another Temple had been established in Chicago * th© eventual sit© 
of the national headquarters. However* this expansion went
^This brief history of th© Muslims is based on E. U« 
Essien-Udom* Black Nationalism (New Yorks Dell* 1968)* ppc 76-9^«
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unwitnessed by Fard who had disappeared in 193^ as mysteriously as 
h© had appeared. No trace of him has ever been found® After F&rd^s 
disappearance, Elijah Muhammad, one of his chief lieutenants , became 
the leader of the movement. Elijah Muhammad declared himself a 
religious prophet and revealed that W® De Fard was Allah come to 
awaken th© so-called Negroes of North America.
During the early days of Elijah Muhammad8s reign, the Muslims 
declined in membership* During the Second World War, the Muslims 
refused induction into the service on th© grounds that it liras a 
violation of their religion to bear arms against any people except 
those whom Allah had directed them to kill®^ In 19^2, Elijah 
Muhammad was tried and convicted on charges of inciting his followers 
to resist the draft» Along with their leader, about eighty members 
of the Chicago Temple wore jailed for refusal to be inducted® In th© 
mid~thirti@s, estimates placed membership in the movement at about 
8,000® After thoir experiences during the war, Muslims numbered 
less than 18000® However, during the post-war years, 'the size of 
the movement increased simultaneously with th© growth in Negro aliena­
tion and despair® By th© early 19608s the movement numbered between 
100,000 and 250,000 members with more than fifty temples scattered 
throughout the nationSince that time® th© Muslims have decreased 
in prominence although not necessarily in size or significance® What 
has occurred is that some other Negro protest organizations have
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eclipsed the Muslims in their radicalism, their anger, their sensa­
tionalism, and their appeal to the popular press• Also, the general 
thrust of the Negro movement has become increasingly political while 
the Muslims have retained their original apolitical character,, Thus, 
the Muslims have , so to speak, been 3„eft behind in th© rush0 How­
ever, the impulses which drive people to join the Black Muslims ax*© 
still extremely vital within the Negro community. The amount of 
publicity accorded to th© movement may have decreased, but the signi­
ficance of th© Muslims for the general status of American race rela­
tions has not®
In view of the limited purposes of this thesis, it is not 
necessary to analyse all aspects of th© Black Muslim movement. Since 
this paper , is concerned primarily, with the dynamics of "image crea­
tion" and reactions to the Sambo stereotype, it is necessary to be 
concerned only with those phases of th© organisation that are directly 
related to th© projected Negro image. Accordingly, the present chap­
ter will limit itself to the general ideology of th© movement and 
some of the reasons for its attractiveness to th© black community.
Throughout the rather brief history of the movement, th© 
Muslim ideology has not undergone any appreciable change ® The fact 
that it was created in direct opposition to th© Sambo image is obvious 
and is, perhaps, the most overtly striking thing about the movement* 
Every conceivable connection with the shuffling, inept, and childish 
"nigger" of slavery has been purged not only from the ideology but 
from every aspect of ‘the movement and from every phase of the life
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of the individual 'Muslim* Perhaps because the reorganization of 
the self-image that conversion to Islam entails is recent andr 
therefore 8 fragile * the individual Muslim is required to isolate 
himself from all associations Kith his former personality* There 
are rules and regulations -which govern every aspect of his life 
and which clearly are designed to protect him from contact with 
his pre-eonverted self® The foods typically associated with the 
Negro community —  and also with th© Sambo image —  are expressly 
forbidden# For example f Muslims cannot eat * possum* pork, black- 
eyed peas, eoH&rd greens* or cornbread. In addition to dietary 
restrictions» there are also strict rules for personal hygiene* 
Muslims ar© required to be clean and neat and modestly dressed at 
all times e lark suits are considered appropriate for men and knee- 
length, light-colored dresses are d© riguer for women* Daily 
bathing is a required activity and all Muslim women attend regular 
hygiene classes*
There are many other strictures which are basically reac­
tions to th© traditional images of Negroes* Smoking and drinking 
are expressly forbidden® Sexual promiscuity is grounds for expul­
sion from the organization* In what is almost certainly a reaction 
to the matriarchal and disorganized family of th© Negro community, 
women are assigned a subordinate place in life and. a high value is 
attached to a stable, close-knit family life. Women are expected to 
serve their husbands faithfully and obediently. As opposed to the
^This summary of rules is based on Ibid. B Essein-Udom, pp. 
226-228, and C. Eric Lincoln, The Black Muslims in America (Boston* 
Beacon Press, 1968), pp. 80-84.
typical Negro family* th© male is clearly the chief holder of power 
in the Muslim family.
Other aspects of the Muslim ideology stress the intrinsic 
value of hard work and industriousness. Unemployment and idleness 
ar© major sins. Any kind of charity —  and ©specially welfare —  is 
anathema to the able-bodied Muslim. If a member cannot find work , 
then h© is assigned work in one of th© local Muslim business estab­
lishments. Any Muslim who is able to work but is dependent* for 
whatever reason* on charity for his livlHiood, immediately loses sta­
tus among his peers® If his idleness persists or is not satisfac­
torily explained, he is subject to dismissal from th© organization*
What th© Nation is attempting to accomplish by imposing these 
strictly enforced moral edicts on its followers is a genuine and com­
plete moral, spiritual* and Ideological conversion. The Nation is 
in th© business of creating "New Negro©se 1,1 It is attempting to real­
ize, In concrete forms, its image of th© Negro by reshaping its raw 
human material into living embodiments of th© demands of Allah. 
Apparently it has succeeded. Observers ar© almost uniformly impressed 
by the way in which individual Muslims conform to the standards of 
moral pi*opr±etys hard work, and industriousness that are imposed upon 
them. For example, James Baldwin says that
Elijah Muhammad has been abl© to do what generations of 
welfare workers and committees and resolutions and reports 
and housing projects and playgrounds have failed to do . . .
(he has been able) to make men chaste and women virtuous 
and to invest both the male and female with a poise and 
serenity that hang about them like an unfailing light.
^Charles Silberman, Crisis in Black and White (New York* 
Vintage Books* 1964), p. 15?«
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Charles SiXberman agrees with Baldwin®s assessment and specifically 
remarks upon the Muslim men whom he sees as ,}e • • lean, courteous, 
handsome young men » 0 • each is flawlessly groomed in a gray-flannel 
suit® his shoes shined* and his head ©rect®”^
Empirical evidence to validate the impressions of these 
observers can be found in a research study conducted by Mr. Harry 
Edwards. Mr® Edwards studied a group of fourteen families all of 
which had been affiliated with the Nation for at least four years .
He proceeded by matching this small sample with fourteen Negro Chris­
tian families. The families were matched with regard to income * 
-educational level* neighborhood# and time affiliated with a church*
Mr* Edwards1 study confirms that the Nation of Islam doss 
cause its members to adopt a new life-style* In th© Muslim family#
the husband was invariably the only wage earner and was unquestion­
ed
ally the head of the family® In the Christian families, on the other
hand# the wife was the chief wage-earner and had a much wider scope
in terms of decision-making and weilding authority within the family
9than did the Muslim wife® Other significant findings included the 
fact that the Muslim families stressed the importance of education 
for their children to a much greater extent than did the Christian 
families® Th© Muslim families refused to tolerate truancy or undis­
ciplined study habits® The families in th© matched Christian sample#
^Ibtd®, p. 159®
%&rry Edwards# “Black Muslim and Negro Christian Family Rela­
tions ," Journal of Marriage and the Family 30 (November, 1968),
PP® 6o5~£o57~
9Ibid.
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although they regretted these practices, tended to pass them off as 
inevitable aspects of "growing up.”-^
Although they were of comparable size, the Muslim households 
were invariably cleaner, more orderly, and more efficiently run than 
those of the Christian families® In the Muslim family, there was no 
unemployment, little juvenile delinquency, and little intra-family 
tension® Mr, Edwards concludes that “Mot only are the Muslim fami­
lies more conforming than the Christian families, there is also a 
narrower gap between their values and their normative behavior
These “New Negroes” that the Muslims create are especially 
Impressive when it is noted that the Muslims do much of their recruit­
ing among the most alienated and bitter segments of society. Many 
Muslims, newly proud of their dress, their homes, their families,
and their jobs, were once prostitutes, drug addicts, and criminals
1 '?oftall varieties «
? , The Muslim ideology is very much concerned with this process 
of conversion and the .myriad - details of daily: life for the good.
Muslim. However, there are also other aspects of the ideology which 
help to understand the images which the Muslims are projecting.
Three of the most important of these are as follows % first, the 
concrete program for reform of racial problems that the Muslims are 
hoping to realise? secondly, their interpretation of history? and, 
thirdly, the Islamic religion. The function of the latter two is to
^Ibld®, p. 609®
•kllbid., p. 611.
l^Lincoln, The Black Muslims, pp. 82-83®
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justify and explain the movement*
The program, i*e*, the ultimate goals of th© movement are 
relatively straighlfonward0 Among other things, the Muslims demand 
complete separation of the races* Their program for separation can 
be divided into three partss social, economic, and political* The 
Muslims have already achieved social separation to a great extent*
For examples, when a person becomes a member of the movement h© is 
required to sever all social ties with the white commUiiity0 Th© good 
Muslim does not associate with white people except when absolutely 
necessary* Th© Muslims have also established their own elementary 
and secondary schools in many cities and all Muslims are urged to 
send their children to these schools
The Nation has also achieved a significant degree of econo­
mic separation* Reflecting their attitude on industriousness, the 
Muslims have established many small business concerns, and all mem­
bers are required to "Buy Muslim®* whenever possible* Eventually, 
they hop© to be able to provide employment for all their members so
1jI
that no Muslim need be dependent upon th© economy of the white man*'
In terms of developing and maintaing an independent black 
economy, tbs Muslims have don© quite w©ll0 In 19&8, it was esti­
mated that the Muslims invested 6 million dollars in businesses and 
real estate alone• Besides the temples and schools (which include 
the University of Islam in Washington, D*C*)» the Muslims also own 
warehouses, restaurants, supermarkets, clothing stores, dry-cleaning
^Thid*, pp* 87-90 *
V ’lbid., pp. 90-93.
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establishments, and five largo farms* It has also boon estimated
16that the Muslims have holdings worth more than $7^,000,000®
On th© other hand, th© Muslims have not even begun to work 
for political or geographical separation® In fact, th© Muslims 
have not even clearly defined what they mean by political separation®
Ho on© «*• perhaps not even Elijah Muhammad —  knows whether they 
are demanding a separate nation, sovereign unto itself for black 
people, a separata state within th© United States, or merely local 
control of the black community® Muslim leaders have made few con­
crete statements on this matter and those few utterances have usually 
been contradictory®**^ Hhen pushed for concrete answers, representa­
tives of th© movements usually plead ignorance and point out that only
Elijah. Muhammad has the answer and that he will reveal it at the
18proper time® ' To date, the proper time for revealing the Muslim
plans for separation has not arrived®
Actually, this lack of detail about plans for separation is 
in keeping with the basic thrust of the movements The Muslims a m  
and always have been, an apolitical organisation® Th© Muslims ar© 
not directly concerned with political values, symbols, or power® As 
far as this writer knows, the Muslims have never entered a candidate 
in any political contest, nor have they done any active campaigning
•^"Th© Original Black Capitalists," Time, March 7# 1967s p© 21.
^ 1 The Muslim Farm," Newsweek, December 8, 19&9? PP® 52^5?• 
-^Lincoln, The Black Muslims, pp® 9^ -9?*>
18Ibid., pp. 73-74.
for other candidates® Th© Nation is* first and foremost* an economic
organization so far as its goals ar© concerned. Phillip Mason has
called the Muslims ". . * a social movement with economic objectives
19riding a religious vehicle e e /' 7 This appears to b© an adequate 
summary of the major characteristics of the Nation.
Th© concrete reforms demanded by the movement* then* ar© 
fairly clear® The Muslims wish to establish a healthy* independent* 
black ©con©my and they wish to establish* at the very least* separate 
and independent black communities. In combination with these goalsc 
th© Muslim program for reform also incorporates what has become th© 
standard set of demands in Negro protest organizations. That is* 
they demand freedom* justice* equal employment opportunities* federal
OQ
aid for Negroes* release from ‘taxes while injustice exists* etc/"
However* there ar© secondary goals because the Muslims* in fact* do
little to accomplish them©
Th© primary characteristic of the philosophy which justifies
th© above program is the rejection of white society and western 
PIvalues©* This rejection is* of course* a reflection of the Muslims8 
attempt to reverse the traditional Negro roles and definitions but 
also reflects their disillusionment with th© possibility of attaining 
justice and peace within the white man5s society. Th© Muslims reject
“^Phillip Mason* "The Revolt Against Western Values/' in 
Color and Race* ed« by John H. Franklin (Boston* Houghton-Mifflin.f j i  iBin wiiuui.ii— <o>«uk(7»» hipi ii .n  r .  m ■ v  *  W  w
1951),, p. 58.
^For a complete summary of the Muslims program see The Hegro
in Twentieth Century America* ed. by John H® Franklin and Isidore 
Starr *TNew Xorks Vinxag"e*Sooks, 19^7) * pp® 120-123©
^lMason, "Th© Revolt Against Western Values*" pp.
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all things that hint of Negro inferiority. Th© most basic premise 
in the ideology is that the black man is, or can be, superior to the 
white man in all important ways.
As is th® case with most social movements, the Muslims attempt
ZZto legitimize themselves by a particular reading of history. Mus­
lims believe that Original Man (th© first human) was black. These
Origiml Men ware very close to Allah and lived in a virtual para­
dise® However, within each man there existed two opposed sets ©f 
characteristics. One was th© black —  the dominant set —  which con­
tained all aspects ©f strength, wisdom, and beauty® The other was 
the white —  th© subordinate set —  which contained all aspects of 
weakness, greed, and cruelty© X&kub, an evil scientist, rebelled 
against Allah and* by a process of selective breeding ~~ by mating 
only his lightest complexion©d subjects ~  eventually created the 
white .race* Allah allowed the white race six thousand years in which 
to rule th© world with th© stipulation that th© whites would be 
destroyed if they did not reform themselves by the end of that time
period. Th© six thousand years ended, in th© early twentieth century,
the destruction of the unregenerate white race is at hand, and th© 
Messenger of Allah, Elijah Muhammad, has been sent to awaken the so- 
called Negroes and prepare them for their destiny# The Black Muslims 
are, then, convinced that they are th® wav© of th© future «
As has been implied throughout this chapter, the Islamic 
religion itself, as opposed to Muslim mythology, is not an extremely 
significant aspect of th© Muslim ideology# In fact, Temple meetings
^%‘ho following is based on Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism,
< m w ii  i niirmMiw i © i.w w m in i— iW W M i' n».»#i fniiimiw
pp. 1 4 0 -1 5 9 ©
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usually devote littl© time to religions ceremonies* On this matter*
Ea sien-Udora s&yst
There is virtually no religious ceremony or ritual at 
Tempi© Meetings except the prayers said at the opening and 
closing of meetings and perhaps a verse or two read by the 
ministar from the Koran or Bible during the course of his 
lecture® The followers of Muhammad do not worship in. 
accordance with the prescribed traditions of Eastern Mos­
lems# Their meetings are devoted to lecturing
Thus* the great majority ©f th© time in Temple Meetings is devoted to
Oh
the explication of th® Messenger8s Program*
Th© importance that religion does hold for the movement is 
twofold* First* it serves as a further rejection of the old images 
of Negress® By rejecting Christianity and embracing a religion that 
is clearly not "American*" th© Muslims emphasize their retreat from 
the traditional values® Secondly* Elijah Muhammad*s version of Islam 
reinforces and sanctions th© goals ©f th© movement* Th© Muslim theol­
ogy explains why separation is necessary (because Allah created the 
black man superior to white and because th© whit© man is incurably 
evil) I it explains why Muslims must follow such strict rules (because 
Allah has so ordained it)| it even explains the existence and impor­
tance of tli© movement (because the six thousand years that Allah 
accorded to the white man have ended and th® so-called Negroes must 
be awakened and informed of their destiny)*
One aspect of Elijah Muhammad9s version of Islam is especially 
noteworthy here® The Muslims make it a central point of their theol­
ogy that there is no afterlife* Sine© there is no "heaven"or "hell”
23j.bld., p. 232. 
2Mbid.» p. 233.
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after death, one mast work that much harder to create a heaven in 
this worldc Most importantly, the earthly heaven that all good 
Muslims must work to construct is one which incorporates th© ulti­
mata goals of th© movement and, thereby, reinforces th© importance 
of these goals® Two quotes by Elijah Muhammad will illustrate this 
points
Stop looking for anything after death . • * * Death 
settles it all® Allah has made it clear that heaven on 
earth constitutesj money, good homes, and friendship in 
all walks of life. ^
Islam, for instance, makes hell and heaven not two 
places, but two conditions of life. The earth is our home 
and it© can make it hell or heaven for us* If we follow 
and obey Allah and His prophets, we make it heaven. If w© 
follow the devil and his prophets, we make it a hell®
i, The precepts embodied in these two quotes obviously are diree-
vied, toward the achievement of the basic Muslim program and reinforce
the necessity of following th© directives of Elijah Muhammad. That
is g what th© Messenger means by th© phrase "obey Allah and His pro*
*ph©tsw is that all good Muslims should obey all the directives and
rules of the organisation.
Thus * the religious aspects of th© movement provide a super­
natural and symbolic justification for the existence of the Nation 
much as, for example, radical anti-Communisia and fundamental Chris­
tianity provide a rational© for the existence of the John Birch 
Society®
The identity that th© Muslims are attempting to sell to th©
^Abbie Whyte, "Christian Elements in Negro American Muslim 
Beliefs,“ Phylon, 25 (Winter, 1964), 3&5*
2^Ibid p. 386®
W.HW O- W l»
black people of America is thus a very concrete one. That is, the 
Muslim identity is more detailed, more organized, more complete than 
is typical of most contemporary nationalist movements o Briefly sum­
marized, it consists of a complete reversal of th© Sambo stereotype: 
Black people are not weak but strong, not promiscuous but puritani­
cally moralistic5 not welfare 8sbums‘5 but self-sufficient, valuable 
citizens. Black people are proud and confident! they dress wall and 
are well-groomed. They are not misfits but are the wave of the future 
They are not hat-in-h&nd, shuffling, drawling, obsequious, wine- 
drinking Uncle Tomsf they are determined, manly, and angry people who 
.,**• . « are down on the good earth with the brother. They're for their 
own people and that Malcolm ainet afraid to tell Mr. Charlie, the 
jJT.B.I. or the cops where to get off® You don9t see him pussy footin®
5round the whites like h©es seared of them » • . Most impor­
tantly and most basically, they are not niggers; they are Muslims, 
.people who have broken from the white manes society, people who have 
a proud history, and people who have a magnificent and fearful destiny
If one were forced to label the Black Muslim movement, the 
label would have to read something like ”a value-oriented, apolitical, 
separatist social movement which depends largely upon proselytizing 
as its primary tactic.” Roughly translated, this would mean that "the 
Nation is a movement which seeks to reshape the lives of its converts. 
It attempts to cause a fundamental and basic change in their self- 
image —  to create Muslims from Negroes® The movement also seeks to
^Silbsrman, Crisis in Black and White, p. 57®
^7
instill and promote its values in the larger black community. Its 
ideology is based primarily upon rejection of American values and 
separation of the races but it eschews political means of attaining 
its goals. Instead, it depends upon the spiritual and personal con­
version of the black community as its primary tactic. It is not 
directly a reform or revolutionary movement but, rather, is an 
organization attempting to become a mass movement. However, there 
is a curious paradox regarding this matter of expansion. A conversion- 
oriented movement, i.e., a movement that seeks, as a primary tactic 
to expand its membership, typically has very low standards for accep­
tance of recruits* Obviously, the lower the standards, the greater 
the rambsr of people who qualify for acceptance, and consequently, 
tins greater the growth potential of the organization. However, as 
previously indicated, the Muslims® standards of acceptance are quits 
high. This is ©specially true when these standards are compared with 
the usual life-style of the black man in th© urban ghetto —  the area 
in which the Muslims do most of their recruiting. There is no doubt 
that these high standards have seriously limited the appeal of the 
Muslims® It has been observed that there exists a widespread sym­
pathy for the Muslim cause in th© black community* These many sym­
pathisers do not join because they are unwilling to lead the kind of 
monastic life demanded by Elijah Muhammad* Charles Silbsrman says 
on this matter that 'the Muslims M* • • hav© captured the sympathy of 
an enormous segment of northern urban Negroes, who are unwilling to 
embrace the Muslims® strict discipline and religious tenets but who 
are delighted to hear the anger they feel being expressed so
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clearly®K Silberraan also notes a Harlem cab driver ■who says that 
the Muslims t5 ® « e male© more sens© to me than th© MAC? and Urban 
League and all th© rest of them put together » . » «” Th© cab driver 
admittedf however, that he doss not join th© Muslims because
29» » he is unwilling to curb his appetite for pork or women » e e »*
Why, thenj, are the Muslims® standards of admission so high?
From a purely functional viewpoint, high standards in this kind of 
social movement are illogical * The answer» of course , is that the 
Muslims are not concerned with merely attracting recruits but in con­
verting, reshaping, and changing them® But why? Why the insistence 
on basic reorganisation of self-image and definitions of the world?
The answer to that question lies hidden in th© reasons people become 
Ifusliuis# It has to do with the dynamic forces which propel people to 
th© Nation and which make them accept the discipline and life-style 
without question and, indeed, with much self-satisfaction®
The answers to the above set of questions are by no means 
straightforward or readily apparent. On a basic level, th© appeal of 
th© Muslims is th© same as th© appeal of the other nationalist move­
ments. That is, the Muslims offer a new identity that emphasises the 
positive aspects of blackness« However, if simple positive reinforce­
ment is all that is desired, if black people are simply shopping 
around for a non-Saiabo identity, there are many nationalist movements 
in which entrance requirements and rules of conduct are minimal. The 
question remainsb Why join a somewhat bizarre, very rigid, and
28Xbld.
^^Ibido, p® 1520
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highly disciplined social movement when many other organizations 
that are pursuing the same kinds of goals are available?
To provide an answer to this questionc Robert K® Merton*s 
"means-end" paradigm is u s e f u l M u c h  of human behavior is orien­
ted toward the pursuit of various goals which may be innate (hunger , 
thirst, etc®) or acquired (success * wealth, etc®) in nature® The 
structure of human society is such that there is only a limited num­
ber of legitimate means by which one can pursue these goals® Occa­
sionally, tliis scarcity of legitimate means may become a chronic 
condition® It is possible, in fact, to have a situation in which 
the legitimate means are not capable of reaching the goal, or, in 
fact, where legitimate means simply do not exist® In that kind of 
situation ther© are but few alternatives for th© individual® H© may 
give up the goal and concentrate on other goals for which legitimate 
means are available• He may attempt to utilize illegitimate (©eg®, 
criminal) means to attain the goal® He may engage on a course of 
revolutionary activity designed to change the structure of society 
so as to bring legitimate means and goals into harmony® As a last 
alternative, he may continue his efforts to reach the unreachable 
goal®
The situation in which there are insufficient or non-existent 
legitimate means for goal-directed behavior can be used to analyse 
the functions of the Muslims • Mary Negroes share the general values 
and desires of middle-elass white America® They are, after all,
•^Robert Merton, “Social Structure and Anomie,” in Sociolo­
gical Analysis, ©d« by Logan Wilson and William Kolb (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1949)® pp® 771-780.
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members of th© same society and receive much of the same cultural 
material during th© socialization process* A serious problem arises, 
however, because Negroes have only a limited number of legitimate 
means for achieving th© life goals which propel many middle-class 
white people* Th© usual avenues of upward mobility (i.e., education 
or career advancement) are generally closed to black people,, This 
situation m y  have improved somewhat in recent years, but no one can 
doubt that the life-chance of a black child is still much lower than 
that of a white child. Many black people have a strong desire to 
achieve “success8’, but their efforts ar© negated in a thousand dif­
ferent ways. Grossly inadequate school systems, lack of direction 
and support from parents and friends, inadequate funds, th© discrimi­
natory practices of many universities as well as occupational discri­
mination all contribute to the blockage of Negro attempts at upward 
mobility*
In many cases, the success drive grows weaker and weaker 
until it disappears* In other cases, however, the drive to acquire 
the symbols of success remains quite strong*
Charles Silberman, noting ©specially th© research of Hylan
Lems in Washington, B.C., states thati *'« * * urban Negroes in fact
do share in middle class values and aspirations* They, too, value
financial success 5 they, too, want their children to be educated %
^1they, too, ar© ashamed of illegitimacy, to cite a few examples.”''
Also, in a study don© during the I967-I968 academic year at William 
and Mary, it was found that the differences in educational aspirations
3%ilberman, Crisis in Black and White, p* 4?.
of lower-class Negroes and upper-middl© class whites was negligible. 
Both groups wanted their children to complete college Elliot 
Liebowg in his book Tally3s Corner, notes the ssiae similarity of
values between middle™ ela ss white America and lower-class black
33A m e r i c a T h o s e  Negroes who aspire to *fsuccess” ar© thus prisoners 
of their own morality. They possess the goals of middle-class white 
America but none of th© means by which those goals can be achieved®
Providing a way out of this dilemma is one of th® unconscious 
but extremely important functions of the Black Muslims. Th© image 
th© Nation projects is on© which continuously emphasizes the values 
of industriousness * hard work* thrift* moral propriety* moderation 
in all thingsg the patriarchal* stable family, subordination of the 
female and protection of her virtue* honesty* and respect for one’s 
elders® In short* what the Nation is selling is something which 
closely resembles whit©* middle-class American respectability® It 
may b© clothed in th© rhetoric of Islam and sanctioned by Allah* but 
it is the Protestant ethic and a Puritan morality that guide the 
Black Muslims® This is the key to under standing the Nation of I slams 
it offers frustrated upwardly mobile blacks an opportunity to ©scape 
th© world of th© ghetto® It provides them with at least a vicarious 
upward mobility and with at least some of the goals for which they 
ar© striving* The strains and tensions that the means-end dilemma 
induces is alleviated. By becoming a Muslim* the individual adopts
-^Moelie Herzog (unpublished research notes* Colleg© of 
William and Mary* 19&8)®
-^Elliot Liebow* Tally’s Comer (Bostons Little* Brown 
and Company* 196?)» pp. 208-231.
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the life-style that he desires® The Muslims are striving for a sense
of identity that incorporates self-esteem as defined by the larger
(whit©) society® Essien-Udcan notes?
An examination of the patterns of Muslim behavior sug­
gests rather strongly that upimrdly-mobile lower-class 
Negroes join and remain in the Nation® Most individuals 
perceive the ends offered by the Nation in terms of self­
esteem g recognition, and status« Th© ®style-of*life® 
that- the Muslims seem to appreciate and to which they as- 
pir© is thoroughly middle-class © ® . the motives which 
led individuals to join the Nation were largely personal, 
in soma cases quite specific, in others general and vague, 
but in all cases they had to do with e improving one9 s self 
or eommmiity*,-^ '
Also, Harr;y Edwards, in his study of th© Muslim family conc3.udes ‘that 
tfc #,. • Muslim families are very similar to white, middle-class fami­
lies* . .Muslims are ritualists who have adopted and 0black-washed® a 
version of American middle-class values and goals© ® • ®”-^
It should not be concluded that all Muslims ar© frustrated 
Benjamin Franklins or Georg© Babbitts® Some join th© Nation because 
the organisation offers a vehicle for thsir anger© Others may join 
for more casual reasons* because they have heard "good things*’ about
the Muslims 9 or because a close friend has joined5 some may join sim~
36ply from curiosity® However® the dominant motive for becoming a 
Muslim derives from th© fact that the organization offers a patina 
of middle-class respectability, a self-esteem, and th© symbols of 
success and a vicarious upward mobility that is difficult for the 
black, man to achieve in any other way® The majority of Muslims, then,
-^Essien-Udora, Bla ck National!sm, p® 120®
35&cfamxds, "Black Muslim Family Relations,**- p» 6l0« 
^Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism, p® 96*
are not frustrated Benjamin Franklins® More accurately, they are 
frustrated Sidney Poitiers, frustrated Thurgood Marshalls, and 
frustrated 0® J® Simpsons® They do not want to become white, but 
they do want to satisfy the goal-direetsd behavior with which their 
culture has endowed them® They may not care for some of Peltier es 
movies, they m y  call Marshall an "Uncle Tom" and accuse him of 
"selling out", they may not allow their daughters to associate with 
some of 0® J® Simpson’s teammates, but they do want the symbols and 
trappings of success and Hie "status" that these men possess© They 
cannot become actors, or lawyers, or athletes so they compensate, 
they substitute , they invent® They join a social movement that satis­
fies at least some ©f their drives and accords them a respectability, 
a contentment, and a "wholeness" they could derive in no other 'way®
The Nation of Islam is characterized then by seemingly gigan- 
tip, paradoxess it has rejected white, middle-class America by th© 
process of embracing a life-style which closely resembles that of 
whit©, middle-class America® By rejecting Christianity for Islam, 
they have embraced some of the more fundamental tenets of a puritani­
cal Christianity® By attempting to become the wave of the future, 
they have, in fact, prolonged the life of a declining morality®
These contrasts are, of course, not really paradoxes at all® 
Rather, they are striking and interesting ironies® No social movement, 
after all, grows up in a vacuum. It is constantly affected, shaped, 
and reshaped by th© cultural ethos that surrounds it® No Negro, no 
matter how depressed his circumstances, can avoid being socialized 
with the traditional values, beliefs, mores, and folkways of American
5**
culture8 Some blaek people are bound to become so imbued with these 
values that they attempt to pursue them® When the pursuit results 
in uniformly frustrating failures, some manner of reaction is inevi­
table • There is no doubt that many of these frustrated upwardly 
mobile Negroes rationalise their failures by convincing themselves 
that 'the values and goals they have been pursuing are decadent, unim­
portant, or vehicles for the white m n es oppression® What draws 
these people to the Muslims is the possibility of relieving their 
frustrations by outwardly rejecting these values of the white man 
while g at the same time 9 achieving the contentment and self-esteem 
that derives from finally having attained those same values and 
goals© Th© quality of the Nation 'that attracts the admiration of 
th© blaek community and, incidentally, the fear of the white community, 
is its boldly and directly expressed anger® Howevers the quality of 
tha movement that attracts members is its promise to relieve the frus­
trations and bitterness of an empty and alienated existencec
CHAPTER I V
THE SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), like most 
of the current Negro protest organizationst is relatively young® It 
is, in fact, some twenty-five years younger than the Nation of Islam 
and som© fifty years younger than the NAACP# The SC LG emerged in the 
late 19509 s at a time when th© “legalistic” approach of th© NAACP still 
dominated th© civil rights movement and school desegregation m s  still 
th© major issue • For two or three years after th© Supreme Court®$
Brown decision, the situation in the South had remained stable® Both 
sides were still maneuvering for their basic positionsfe Southern 
school boards waited to see how and, indeed, if desegregation would be 
enforced# The federal government kept a studiously neutral position 
on th© question® In th.© meantime, very little in the way of desegre­
gation was accomplished# Of this period, Lewis Killian says t
The major part of the two years following May 17, 195*** 
was marked by legal maneuvering on both sides® Through 
suits directed not only against segregated schools but at 
other public accommodations the NAACP sought to extend the 
principle of the Brown decision, and it did so with marked 
success# Simult&neously9 southern whit© politicians indi­
cated. their intentions to defy or circumvent the new legal 
principle, and they prepared appropriate tactics. The 
naivete of any Negro who believed that the white community 
would willingly change its ways even with 8 deliberate 
speed® became evident
^Lewis Killian. The Impossible Revolution? (New Yorks
_ * mi ■ it.  m#w mnaoiiimtw  Wn.n LI If . twiin'o mm mrin.»inwijminin iimii.inmi mu
Random House 9 1968), p# ¥9®
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Bio hopes and optimism that had been raised in May of 195^ 
gradually began to fad© away* It be cam© obvious that dssegregation 
would b© accomplished only with grudging gradualism «*» if at all#
It also seem&d to many people that th© Negro had been given another 
empty promise* that th© decisions and legal phraseology of nine men 
in Washington would have very little effect on the circumstances of 
life in Birmingham or little Rock or Atlanta a
Th© function that th© SCLC rose to fulfill was two-fold#
First * on a tactical level* it developed a new strategy for purposes 
of attacking segregation* not only in schools but in all phases of 
social life* Secondly* it revived and focused the hopes that had 
basn created in 195^© Th© SCLC succeeded in according to th© civil 
rights movement a new militancy and a new powerfulness® Instead of 
fighting the battle for desegregation and integration in the polite 
and restrained atmosphere of court rooms and state houses as had been 
the tactic of th© HAACP* the SCLC led th© movement into th© streets* 
As an organisation* the SCLC had its roots in th© bus boy­
cott that began in Montgomery* Alabama* in 195^« Th© controversy 
began in an exceedingly humble and unsensational way® Rosa Parks* 
a Negro ? refused to surrender her seat on a Montgomery city bus to 
a white person and was swiftly arrested for her breach of etiquette# 
For a number of reasons* th© Negro community ha cam© outraged over 
th© incident© A boycott of all buses was quickly organized# The 
bus company refused to concede to the demands of the newly formed 
Montgomery Improvement Association* organized to lead the boycott#
Th© Negro©s refused to rid© on the buses until tkeir grievances
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were settled® After a full year of racial tension and just when the
boycott seemed doomed to failure , the Supreme Court declared all bus
segregation to be unconstitutional. Th© victory of the boycotters
2was complete® In fact, it far exceeded their original demands® As 
on© jubilant boycotter remarked, “God has spoke from Washington, DtC.
From this controversy in Montgomery emerged two commodities® 
One m s  an apparently efficacious tactic of nonviolent direct protest 
that could be used to rectify racial injustices*^ The second was a 
man «« Martin Luther King, the young Baptist minister who had held 
th© Presidency of the Montgomery Improvement Association during the 
year-long boycott* King and nonviolence quickly became inseparable 
phenomena* For King, nonviolence m s  more than simply a tactic to 
be-used only so long as it remained effective* King, borrowing 
literally from Gandhi, and Thoreau, fashioned the 'tactic of non-violent 
civil disobedience into a philosophical system® As such, nonviolence 
centered upon love for on@°s oppressor and the moral necessity of 
disobeying immoral laws® Sp©cifieally, Dr® King describes nonviolence 
in this ways
%he preceding is taken from Martin Luthor King, Stride 
Toward Freedom (New Yorks Harper and Row, 1958) 5 pp® 1-131®
-Louis Lomax, Th© Negro Revolt (New Yorks Signet, 3.963),
p® 9^ e
^rt should te noted that the Montgomery Improvement Associa­
tion was not th© first to use this tactic of nonviolent, direct pro­
test on behalf of th© Negro American* For example, the Congress of 
Racial Equality (CORE) had used a similar tactic at least ten years 
previously® However, for a number of reasons, CORE6s demonstrations 
did not receive much in the way of national publicity® For a first­
hand comparison of the direct action of the 19406 s and that of the 
1960 3^, see James Peck, “Freedom Ride," in Freedom Now I, ed® by A® F« 
Weston (New Yorks Basic Books, 1964), pp* 240-251*
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First , • • nonviolent resistence is not a method for cow­
ards j it does resist « « . It is not passive nonresistance 
to evil ® « o Second • • • it does not seek to defeat or hu­
miliate th© opponent but to win his friendship and under­
standing o o o  The aftermath of nonviolence is the creation 
. of th© beloved community <> « • A third characteristic of 
this method is that th© attack is directed against forces of 
evil rather than against persons who happen to be doing evil 
• • • A fourth point that characterizes nonviolent resis­
tance is a willingness to accept suffering without retalia­
tion e 6 e unearned suffering is redemptive o « e (it) has 
tremendous educational and transforming possibilities • • •
Fifth • • » the nonviolent resistor not only refuses to 
shoot M s  opponent but he also refuses to hate him* At the 
center of nonviolence stands the principle of lev©®-*
Th© term "love" as used by King should be clarified® H©
uses the word love as a synonym for the Greek word “Agape“ which
means t  , » understanding, redeeming good will for all men e *
, Love, in this sense, is not directly channeled toward a person or a
group of parsons* Ratherv it is a general, “disinter© stod” love
that is directed toward people in general, ”® ® » it makes no distinc-
* tion between friend and enemy, it is directed toward both*
“Agape is not a weak, passive lov© » • «> Agape is love seeking
to preserve and erect© community * e 0 (it) is a willingness to go to
o
any length to restore community®” The ultimate result of nonviolent 
resistance is th© creation of “the beloved community** which is a soci­
ety of racial brotherhood which incorporates justice and freedom for 
all m e n I t  was this philosophy of love, redemptive suffering, and
■^ King, Stride Toward Freedom, ppe 83-86• 
fetbid.« p. 86.
7Ibid.
Sjbid.» p. 87.
9f . L» Broderick and August Meier , eds#, Negro Protest: Thought 
in the Twentieth Century (Now York: Bobbs-Merrill, 19^577 PP» 272.-3*
creation of the beloved community that King incorporated into the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference when it was founded in 195? • 
Since that time, King and nonviolence have been, until recently, on© 
of th© primary dynamic forces behind the Negro civil rights movement® 
The ultimate goal of th© SCLC is th© achievement of "® • • 
full citizenship rights, equality, and th© integration of th© Negro 
in all aspects of American life®"^ Its ideology is based on a fusion 
of Gandhism nonviolence with Negro Christianity and ©galitarianism 
and democracy as enunciated in the Constitutions the Declaration of 
Independence9 and the “American Dream®” Its strategy is to achieve 
integration by means of attacking segregation or discrimination in 
single and widely publicized incidents® Th© tactics it uses —  boy­
cotts, marches, sit-ins, etc®, —  derive directly from its philosophy 
of Christianity and Gandhian nonviolence and its belief in the effi­
cacy of direct protest® In these major characteristics, th© SCLC is 
marvelously attuned to th© tenor of Southern Negro life®^ Its fusion 
of Gandhian nonviolence and Christianity makes the movement particu­
larly attractive to many southerners —  white and Negro alike® The
Negro Church has, as Lerone Bennett says, “• ® • sustained and bot-
12tomed th© Negro community since slavery®” Religion is a major part 
of Negro life in the South and th© Church is the most important insti­
tution within the Negro community® Nonviolence as a philosophy and
1QIblda, p® 269®
^■Lorons Bennett, Before the Mayflower (Baltimore, Maryland?
ffianom®M«ana — cr-wi mwiftiwn
Penguin, 1966), p® 313®
^Ibid®
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as a tactic harmonises easily with Negro Baptist Christianity,, For
examplej, th© exhortation to “love thine enemy” could be derived from
either source* f it is a central part of both philosophies ®
Basically, the SCLC is not a purely political social movement.
Realising their inferiority in numbers, most civil rights organisa*-
tions, including th© SCLC*, eschew direct political action® J They
may endorse candidates, even campaign for them and contribute to
their treasuries, but they do not usually enter candidates of their
own in any political contests• Rather, the eonfrontationist organ!**
IZj.zations ar© pressure and protest groups® That is, their strategy 
is to, concentrate on local incidents in' which there is evidence of 
racial discrimination and, by us© of any or all of their nonviolent 
tactics, attempt to rectify the situation®
Actually, th© local protest serves only as an immediate focus 
for the demonstration® Often, th© larger and more important purpose 
of the demonstration is to attract th© attention of th© nation as a 
who!©® This second purpose has three general foci. First, the demon­
stration is designed to attract th© support of the general American 
public by inducing an atmosphere of moral outrage throughout th© 
country and, if possible , throughout th© world. By enlisting public 
opinion on their behalf, the leaders of the demonstration hope to 
bring moral and spiritual pressure to bear upon the local authorities.
Secondly, th© loaders of the demonstration attempt to involve 
th® federal government in th© local conflict. The goal in this case
^Killian, The Impossible Revolution? p. 72.
1 4 Toid., p. 73.
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is to ally th© federal government9 at least spiritually, -with th© 
demonstrators« Again, th© object of this spiritual alliance is to 
bring pressure to bear on th© local authorities® President John F® 
Kennedy and Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy lent this kind of 
moral support to demonstrators several times® John Kenn@dy*s famous 
telephone call to Mrs© King when Martin Luther King was jailed in 
Atlanta in i960 is an example of th© kind of support desired by the 
demonstrators© President Kennedy and his brother also intervened 
in th© Birmingham demonstrations to ensure th© personal safety of 
Martin Luther King©
Besides being simply attempts to attract immediate moral sup- 
port, both of the above tactics ar© attempts to influence and shape 
the national consciousness and the national will© In this respect, 
th© demonstrations have, in many ways, succeeded (although, of course, 
many other factors have contributed to the change in th© national 
will)* For example? in 19^2# only 30 percent of the national white 
population (and only 2 percent of th© southern white population) 
approved school integration© By 106.3» th© sector of th© white popu­
lation which approved integration had more than doubled to 62 percent 
(30 percent in the South) a By th© same token, in 19^2, 35 percent 
of th© national white population approved residential integration 
and percent approved public transportation integration® By 1063a 
these figures had risen to 6h percent and•78 percent respectively®
(In th© south, th© figures rose from 3.2 percent approval of residen­
tial integration to 51 percent approval and from h percent approval
of public transportation integration to 51 percent approval®
The Negro leaders have not been content with the simple 
welding of a moral, national unity® They have also used the pro- 
Negro national will to effect basic civil rights legislation on the 
federal level® This tactic has led to some notable successes —  
for example, the Civil Rights Act of I06h (a direct result of, among 
other things, the demonstrations in Birmingham in 19&3)l anc* the 
Voting Rights Bill of 1965 (a piece of legislation which the demon­
strations in Selma, Alabama, helped to make possible)*
Th© third focus of the nonviolent demonstrations has been 
the Ifegro public* On this level, th© goal of the demonstrations is 
tc mobilise black people from all parts of th© nation in a spiritual 
unity with the demonstrators * Hopefully, th© sight of the demon­
strators, courageous and dignified, withstanding police brutality 
and mob violence, will convince black people to reject any accommo­
dations they have mad© with second-class citizenship and convince 
them to never again succumb peacefully to discrimination and preju­
dice®
This third purpose is at least as important as the first two* 
As Charles Silberman constantly states throughout his book, Crisis 
in Blade and White, th© problem of race relations in this country 
cannot be solved simply by the elimination of racism in all of its 
forms® If by some miracle, the doors to ©quality were suddenly flung 
open, many Negroes would still be unable to walk through those doors
■^%-aul Bo Sheatsley, "White Attitudes Toward the Negro," in 
Th© Negro American, ed* by Kenneth B* Clark and Taleott Parsons 
(Bostons Houghton-Mif f lin, 1968), pp. 3051 308.
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be causa of their handicaps in education and experience and* most 
importantly* because of the pervasive psychological problems of 
apathy* cynicism* suspicion, and self-hatred®*^ In short, black 
people would still need & shove to start them walking toward that 
open door® It is precisely such a shove —  in the form of a basic 
reorganization of self-image —  that the SCLC and her sister organic 
nations are attempting to provide®
In evoking these responses from the various segments of
society, nonviolent demonstrations depend upon many variables®
Followers must be disciplined, dignified, exceptionally courageous,
-v.&nd passive to the blows of their enemies® Leaders must be eharis-
^ well-organized, hard-working, and quick in making immensely
^complicated decisions® Most importantly, however, in order for non-
* violent civil disobedience to be an effective tactic, it must evoke
js■:& certain kind of response from the oppressor® There mist be at
$r. least a certain degree of brutality, violence, mass cruelty, bombings,
threats, or even assassinations in order for the nonviolent protestors
to be able to assume the exact demeanor necessary for the attraction
17of popular sympathies® nonviolence depends heavily upon a clear 
and culpable villain in order to achieve its desired effects® "It 
would probably be all too easy to abort and make impotent th© whole 
King-SCLC approach, if white society could control the flagrant 
idiocy of some of its own leaders, suppress th© more vulgar, atavistic
-L6charl.es Silberman, Crisis in Black and White (New York: 
Vintage Books, 196 )^, pp® 70-71®
■^7A* Paul liar©, “Nonviolent Action from a Social-Psychologi­
cal Perspective," Sociological Inquiry, 38 (Winter, 1969), 5^12®
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tyrants like Sheriff Jim Clark, and create instead a quiet? if not 
genteel9 intransigence ®
Nonviolence? unlike the more predictable rewards of a wall- 
prepared legal case? tends to be an uncertain tactic® Primarily 
because th® tactic hinges too precisely upon th© reactions of the 
oppressor? nonviolent protest has? at times? resulted in only th® 
merest chimera of success in so far as changes in th© structural 
inferiority of the Negro is concerned® For example , at Albany, 
Georgia? in 1961, th© movement encountered the kind of intransigence 
mentioned by Kenneth, Clark in the above quote® Local authorities 
refused to yield to th© demands of the Negro protestors and, by 
simply outlasting the demonstrators, successfully avoided the neces­
sity of changing the status quo®*^ It is time that Drs King felt
.that th© demonstrations in Albany did accomplish some significant
20
successes primarily in terms of voter registration © However, for 
all..'.intents and purposes, th© events in Albany must be labeled a 
major setback for th© civil rights movement®
However, even the merest chimera of success which can be sal­
vaged from, a setback like Albany (not to mention the many categori­
cal triumphs of the movement) can be extremely important® What it 
may mean in terms of immediate quantitative changes in the structure
3-%enneth B® Clark, *!Th© Civil Bights Movement § Momentum and 
Organization,5 in The Negro American, ed* by K® B® Clark and Talcott 
Parsons (Bostoni Boughton-Mifflin, 1968), p9 613®
-^Lomax, The Negro Revolt, pp® 107-110.
^%art±n Luther King, Why We Can't Wait (New Yorks Harper 
and Row, 1964), p« 35®
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of race relations is* at least in some ways* less important than what 
it may mean to Negroes in terms of emotional experiences* Objec­
tively* the '‘success” may result only in the desegregation of an 
isolated lunch counter or bus terminal* Howevere subjectively, to 
the Negro individual, it may mean pride and dignity, and above all, 
a concrete demonstration of the possibility of victory* Just as the 
means are sometimes as important as the ends, so are objectively 
insignificant and transitory victories sometimes as important as Hie 
war*
In this connection, th© most important question that can be 
asked is not “victory for what” but, “victory by whom?” The desegre­
gation of a single drinking fountain is not likely to bring racism 
to its knees, but the efficient mobilization cf demoralised and power­
less black people is 3.ikely to initiate a process that will eventually 
have that result* In short, the significance of the SCLC lies not 
in./tts immediate, local successes or failures in so far as segrega­
tion is concerned® Rather, it lies in the transformation that the 
actions initiated and guided by the SCLC bring about in the Negro 
people and in the national will and consciousness.
The process by which change occurs in th© latter case is 
clear. The transformation of th© national wall depends directly 
upon the degree to which th© demonstrations evoke favorable responses 
from the gensral population and from the federal government* Exam­
ples of the way in which this strategy can work would include the 
Montgomery bus boycott in 1 9 the demonstrations in Birmingham in 
1963 and in Selma, Alabama, in 1965* In Birmingham, the panorama of
courageous demonstrators being sadistically persecuted by the 
defenders of racism and bigotry m s  well publicised. (Whether the 
panorama was strictly faithful to the actual ©vents is irrelevant? 
this m s  the way in which ©vents were portrayed by the mss media 
and by informal, word-of-mouth communication) t
For weeks Negroes marched and demonstrated in the 
Alabama city, beset by savage police dogs, fire hoses, 
and massive arrests . . .  the Birmingham excesses and 
other atrocities, including the murder of the NAACP8s 
Medgar Evers shocked the nation and triggered a chain 
reaction of angry protests in hundreds of cities, north 
and south* In the ten weeks following the Birmingham 
truce, the Justice Department counted a nationwide 
total of 753 racial demonstrations . ^
Besides outraging public opinion, th© events in Birmingham 
led to the involvement of th© federal government® ,s. « » President 
Kennedy discarded the caution which had characterised his previous 
public statements and legislative approaches to civil, rights. 0 « #«22 
President Kennedy, on June 19, 19&3» directed a civil rights message 
to Congress which said, in parti
The events in Birmingham and elsewhere have so 
increased the cries for equality that no city, state, 
or legislative body can prudently choos© to ignore them 
. . .  the result of continued Federal legislative inac­
tion will be continued, if not increased, racial 
strife. • • * 3
Clearly9 the events in Birmingham and other places had placed 
President Kennedy in such a position that he could see no clear
^Harold Fleming, "Federal Executive and Civil Rights," in 
The Negro American, ed» by K. Be Clark and Talcott Parsons (Bostons 
Houghton-Mifflin, 1968)* pp. 3?1“*399©
^IbicU , p. 393.
^^Ibid.
alternative to immediate action on the federal level* Birmingham m s  
one of the most important links in th© chain of events which led to 
the passage of th© Civil Rights Bill of 1964.
The effects of the demonstrations with regard to the third 
foci —  the Negro populace —  ar© less clear and more difficult to 
measure® Generally* their effects ar© intricately related to th© 
reorganisation of the self-image of the Negro public. Specifically, 
if things ar© going according to plans* the image projected during 
the demonstrations depicts the protestors as virtual martyrs for 
th© cause of justice and freedom* Demonstrators are frequently glori­
fied by the mass media and the process ©£ glorification continues in 
word«of-mouth* inform! communicatione The protestors are living 
symbols of th© ideals of southern Christian Negroes. They respond 
to hate with love? they answer violence with pacifism? they reply 
to scorn and persecution with understanding, dignity, and forgiveness© 
More -importantly* they refuse to retreat in the face of danger and 
they refuse to compromise their ideals or their objectivese They 
attack segregation openly and with force and courage. To the Negro 
observer of these demonstrations, the protestors are nothing short 
of heroes who have challenged racism as men, confident and proud.
The transformation of self-image that can result from obser­
vation of this heroism is considerable. Feelings of powerlessness 
and reconciliation to second-class citizenship can be replaced 
swiftly by positive evaluations of self and a new and angry impatience 
with racial injustice. Charles Silbermn notes?
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Negroes throughout the country began -walking straighten 
when the bus boycott began in Montgomery and the sit-ins 
in Atlanta and the demonstrations in Birmingham, "Got the 
■whit© folks shaking" an unemployed laborer in Chicago told 
Louis Harris in 1963® lflt showed those whit© folks we 
ain*t gonna take that stuff no more," Indeed , four Negroes 
in ten told Harris they had participated in mass protests 
e «- » the figure was a gross exaggeration • * • but the 
answer revealed the new prevailing climate in the Negro
community* Not too many years ago, most Negroes would have
felt safer denying participation in racial demonstrations , ^
Thus» the SCLC besides simply attacking local instances of 
racial segregation and shaping the national will has another and per­
haps more important function* This function is concerned with the 
installs,tion of pride and dignity in the American Negro, This func­
tion operates by example and by indirection* By taking to the streets
as living symbols of the new Negro pride and impatience with second-
class citizenshipp the demonstrators have awakened sympathetic and 
positive responses from the general Negro population© The function 
of the SCLC, at least in this respect, is symbolic and almost thera­
peutic ® Direct action as practiced by the SCLC cannot be said to have 
failed if it leads to no immediate, local changes in the structure of 
race relations® Nor has direct action failed if it does not lead to 
federal civil rights legislation. Direct action, as a strategy and 
as a tactic, fails only when it does not mobilize, at least vicariously, 
millions of black people, rouse them from their apathy, and contribute 
to a basic reorganization of self-image®
This change in identity that is effected by the SCLC*s style 
of direct protest is neither as sweeping nor as sudden as that which 
results, for example, from conversion to many black nationalist groups•
^Silbennan, Crisis in Black and White, p„ Ihl,
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All Negro protest organizations attempt to cause a reorganization of 
self-image that is a reaction to the Sambo image® a change from nega­
tive to positive, from powerlessnsss to powerfulness, from a vague 
guilt and shame to unabashed pride and self-confidence« The SCLC 
does not, as one of its ultimate goals, attempt to replace feelings 
of inferiority with feelings of innate, racial superiority* Neither 
the SCLC as an organisation, nor any of the leaders connected with 
the Conference would find the preaching of innate black superiority 
a comfortable position® They may —  as did W. E© B. DuBois —  praise 
some aspects of the Negro sub-culture or some traits of the "typical” 
black personality that they find lacking in the whit© community© How­
ever, 'they do not suggest that these characteristics result from any 
sort of innate black superiority.
The SCI/C, and other Integrationist organizations, attempt to 
demonstrate hot black superiority but black equality. For example, 
when refuting charges of black inferiority, Dr© King phrased his 
arguments in scientific, sociological terns. He attempted to demon­
strate that the symptoms that are normally used to demonstrate Negro 
inferiority (e.g., high crime rate, illiteracy, sexual promiscuity, 
etc©) are actually products of the Negroes® environment, not his lack 
of capacity. - The implication, of course, is that, if the environ­
mental conditions were altered, Hi© symptoms themselves would dis­
appear® The SCLC, then, is saying that, by and large, the black man 
is innately the equal of his fellow citizen. The Conference is 
attempting to transform feelings of inferiority into feelings of
25f or an example, see Martin Luther King, Where Do We Go 
From Here? (New Yorks Harper and Row, I96?), pp. 118-120®
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adequacy. Its reaction to the Black Sambo image is, then, merely 
to say, in many different ways and at many different levels, that 
Negroes are adequate human beings*
Also, the SCLC does not have direct control over the great 
majority of its constituency. The Conference is very loosely 
organised* The formal structure consists of a national headquarters
p/c
in Atlanta0 Georgia, and sixty-five affiliates throughout the South* 
However, as Kenneth B* Clark says, the organization is '*• » • more 
symbolic than functional# The primary function of the national 
headquarters is to guide and coordinate the various demonstrations 
the gun by local units* Until such time as there is some sort of 
demonstrationv the presence of the national headquarters is felt only 
lightly by the local affiliates* Even when some form of civil rights 
activity is in progress, the local unit is under no binding obliga­
tion to follow the directives of th© central staff in Atlanta. In 
fact, Louis Lomax reports that, at times, there was considerable 
friction between th© local affiliates and SCLC headquarters in Atlanta*
e * • local leaders in various towns saw themselves as 
potential Martin Luther Kings, and they did not want his 
organization moving into their parishes (the great majo­
rity of local leaders ar© members of th© clergy) to cap­
ture th© power and the glory that cam© with a successful 
desegregation move. What these men did want • • e was 
Martin Luther King, th© symbolic leader? they want King 
to come to town and help them inspire their people to 
action, but they do not want the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference to move in and take over local 
movements
26Clark, "The Civil Rights Movement, p0 6lh.
2?Ibid.. p. 612.
2®Lomax, The Negro Revolt, p. 104.
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During the periods between activities, the local units are relatively 
inactive except for regular meetings and, perhaps, occasional special 
programs«
For the individual, this loose organization means that his 
membership in the Conference, is, in fact, not a major part of his 
self-concept« That is, he does not include his membership in the 
SCLC as one of th© major roles that, taken together, comprise his 
self-image0 Therefore, because th© organization is not a prominent 
part of his everyday life, the self-image which h© derives from the 
organization is not thoroughly impregnated in his mind.
For th© larger part of the constituency of the SCLC —  th© 
general Negro public —  th© self-image derived from the organization 
is even less pervasive e The black community is affected by the SCLC 
only during a demonstration or other civil rights activity© Even 
during those times when th© general black community is aware of the 
SCLC, th© organization and its activities still possess only a sym­
bolic value© Furthermore, th© symbol itself is typically far removed 
from the individual.
The SCLC creates a stimulus —» almost a psycho-drama —  that 
has to do with the portrayal of Negro aspirations toward equality.
Xt hopes to evoke a positive and sympathetic response from the black 
community. However, the stimulus is experienced only at a distance —  
through th© mass media or through informal communication. The stimu­
lus does not directly impinge upon the individual's consecousness.
Th© individual is not in direct face-to-face contact with th© stimuli 
of th© SCLC| they are not a central part of his life. However, simply
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because the stimuli provided by the SCLC through its demonstrations 
do not directly impinge on the individual does not mean that they 
cannot lead to a reorganization of self-image# The change in iden­
tity -which results from this process will* however, be relatively 
gradual in comparison to the change in identity which might result 
from a conversion to a black nationalist group ®
In many ways , the identity change initiated by the actions 
of the SCLC resembles a self-fulfilling prophecy —  although the 
process must be accompanied by objective changes of some signifi­
cance in the structure of race relations# The process might take 
place in this myi First* the individual experiences a positive, 
sympathetic response to the people involved in a demonstration of 
some, sort# The sight of th© protestors courageously fighting segre­
gation becomes a reinforcement for the individual8© positive self- 
conceptions® To overstate* he begins to feel a little more like a 
complete human being©
To the extent that the protests have been effective, pre­
viously forbidden areas of social life become open to the individual® 
The simple fact that he is served in a previously segregated restau­
rant, that he is called “sir” in the local department store, or that 
he does not have to go to the back of the bus become further rein­
forcements for his positive feelings toward self. By acting as a 
human being he has been treated as such. His back is a little 
straighter, his walk a little more confident, his gaze slightly more 
direct# Previously, his self-concept was riddled with negative 
feelings, with self-doubt, and open self-hatred# Now, because of a
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process initiated and inspired by the SCLC® his self-concept becomes 
basically positive; he 1ms rejected Black Sambo and has begun to 
become & fully human being*
It is important to note that th© reinforcement for this posi­
tive self-image does not come directly from the S CLC* Rather® it 
comes indirectly from th© structural changes which the activities of 
the SCLC have accomplished* The SCLC does not and cannot proceed 
by the arduous process of attempting to effect a personal, individual- 
by-individual conversion® Its function is to be a catalyst, an 
example, a focus for ‘the desires of all Negroes for first-class citi- 
^zenship# To date, the SCLC has performed this function well* It, 
along with its sister organizations, has transformed the state of 
, American race relations® The goal of integration may still be a dis­
tant possibility, but, by arousing the black population and by vicari- 
,ously converting Negroes to a full manhood, the SCLC has mad© it a 
certainty that Negroes will never again be able to reconcile them­
selves to second-class citizenship® This the SCLC has accomplished 
by the constant publicizing of Its image which defines the Negro as 
an individual who is convinced of his manhood, sure of his worth as 
a person, and who is unwilling and unable to settle for anything less 
than all of his Freedom —  Now I
CHAPTER V
THE SOURCES OF IMAGES OF THE "NEW NEGRO"
The outlines of the images projected by the Black Muslims 
and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference have been pre­
sented in the previous two chapters. It will be the purpose of 
this chapter to compare and contrast the particular nature of these 
images in terms of two primary variables* (1) the general milieu in 
which each organization was founded and, thus, the kinds of prob­
lems which each organization set out to solve; and (2) the kinds of 
missions and goals which each organization set for itself.
The Effects of Diverse Historical Epochs and
Differing Climates of Opinion:
Despair vs. Hope
The fact that the Nation of Islam is some twenty-five years 
older than the Southern Christian Leadership Conference is more than 
a trivial difference in terms of longevity. In the same way, the 
fact that the Nation is based in the North while the SCLC is a pro­
duct of the South is more than a trivial difference in terms of geo­
graphical location. In fact, this difference in "birth dates" places 
the embroyonic periods of these two organizations in different his­
torical periods and in different sociocultural milieu. The Nation 
of Islam was founded in the early 1930*s in Detroit, Michigan. At 
this time the regime of segregation was still quite strong. Negro
?b
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hopes for a change in their status had been raised during the First 
World War but were quickly dashed in the early 1920*8 by a new and 
fierce wave of anti-Negro activity.
During the First World War, Negroes suddenly discovered that 
they were needed. The American war machine needed both men and 
materials and Negroes began to supply both. On the Home Front the 
Negro northward migration, begun in the I890,s, sped up to fill the 
gaps in the labor supply created by the influx of vast numbers of 
men into the Army. More importantly perhaps, Negroes served in large 
numbers in the Army itself. They fought and died in Europe to stop 
German oppression and to make the world safe for democracy. The 
expectations of the Negro community soared. Surely white America 
could not forget the contribution to freedom made by black soldiers 
and black defense workers.
As John Hope Franklin notes s
Both at home and abroad they (the Negroes) had supported 
the war that was to make the world safe for democracy.
Perhaps it was too much to hope that there could be the 
full realization of democracy within the foreseeable fu­
ture. It was not too much, most Negroes reasoned, to 
hope that the war's end would usher in a new period of 
opportunity both in the area of economic life and civil 
rights.^ -
The Negro, however, had not reckoned with the tenacity of 
Jim Crow. As quickly as the troops returned from Europe, American 
society turned inward and began to forget the great issues which had 
animated its war effort. For the Negro, a return to •'normalcy'* 
meant a return to second-class citizenship. Much of American society
Ijohn Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (New York* A. A. 
Knopf, 1967), p. 476•
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was unwilling to grapple with the knotty problem of Negro rights. 
However, some segments of the white population dealt with Negro 
rights in a harsh and brutal manner. The Ku Klux Klan was revivedj 
more than seventy Negroes —  some soldiers still wearing their uni­
forms —  were lynched in the first post-war year? the summer of 1919 
ushered in ". . . the greatest period of interracial strife the nation 
had ever witnessed.'*^
Segregation, relaxed because of the war, was again firmly 
established during the early pre-war years. The 1920*s, a decade of 
prosperity for much of America, became a decade of despair for most 
Negroes. "The widespread prosperity of the 1920*s had little effect 
on the low status to which black people were relegated. By then, 
much of the country was completely segregated along racial lines, 
and . . .  anti-Negro violence . . .  continued unchecked.
C. Vann Woodward notes that *'• • • there was no apparent 
tendency toward abatement or relaxation of the Jim Crow code of dis­
crimination and segregation in the 1920*s . . .  in fact, the Jim 
Crow laws were elaborated and further expanded in those years
During the time period between the end of World War X and 
195^* the Jim Crow Laws kept pace with a changing society. As taxi­
cabs and long-distance buses came into extensive use, there were laws 
passed in the Southern States which required Jim Crow taxicabs,
^Ibid., p. 480.
3Alphonso Pinkney, Black Americans (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey* Prentice Hall, 1969)7 P* 32.
*^C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow (New York* 
Oxford Press, 1966), p. 116.
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separate waiting room and rest room facilities in bus terminals, and 
Jim Grow seating arrangements on the buses. As amateur and profes­
sional sports grew in popularity, new laws were passed which forbade 
such things as interracial sports activities (even interracial checkers 
and dominoes were illegal in Birmingham), As the South entered the 
age of air transportation, more laws were passed which required Jim 
Crow arrangements in all airport facilities,^
Thus the hopes raised by the experiences of Negroes during 
the First World War were crushed when the War ended. At times these 
hopes were dashed by lynchings or anti-Negro riots. More often, the 
lethal pin-prick which deflated the expanding balloon of Negro expec­
tations was less spectacular. The immediacy of the Jim Crow railroad 
car, the seemingly endless poverty,- the casual, almost gratuitous in­
sult that could not be answered* all of these things and many others 
combined to convince large segments of the black population that white 
society could not and would not change. To borrow a phrase from John 
Hope Franklin, it was apparent to the Negro population that that 
fleeting ghost, democracy* had again escaped,^
As the bubble burst, the climate of opinion changed in Negro com­
munities throughout the country, A feeling of hope and anticipation had 
often characterized the Negro population during the war years. Now, with 
the return of Jim Crow, , disillusionment and despair settled over
them, and they could express little but dejection in their utterances,"?
^Ibid,, pp, 116-118,
^Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, p, 485.
?Xbid,
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The Negro poets of the era wrote with bitterness9 anger, and
profound disillusionment. Claude McKay, one of the outstanding black
poets of the period wrote s
0 kinsmen! we must meet the common foe!
Though far outnumbered let us show us brave,
And for their thousand blows deal one death blow!
What though before us lies the open grave?
Like men we#ll face the murderous, cowardly pack,
Pressed to the wall, dying but fighting back!
Commenting on the burning alive of a Negro boy in Vicksburg, 
Mississippi, the Chicago-based Challenge Magazine wrotei "The German 
Hun is beaten but the world is made no safer for Democracy. Humanity 
has been defended but lifted no higher* Democracy never will be safe 
in America until these occurances are made impossible * . * I hate 
every Hun, and the worst I know are the ones that thrive under the 
free institutions of America*"^
If one is to characterize these decades of the 1920*s and 1930*s 
as an era of despair insofar as the Negro is concerned, one must recog­
nize the emergence of another major source of despair —  the great 
migration to the North. The migration of the Negro to the North was 
animated by two primary forces* First, the decline in southern agri­
culture caused the southern economy to contract drastically. Thus, in 
the South, the supply of workers exceeded the demand* Secondly, in 
the North, the Great War caused the labor supply to contract at a time 
when the demand was increasing. Thus, Negroes began to flow toward 
the North to fill the needs of the burgeoning northern economy*^
%oth of the above excerpts are quoted in Ibid*
^Leonard Broom and Norval Glenn, Transformation of the Negro 
American (New Yorki Harper Colophon Books, 196?), P* 159*
Therefore, & northern Negro population of significant size 
has been a recent phenomenon created by the exigencies of a dimin­
ishing demand for labor in the South and an increasing demand for 
labor in the North* Only since 1920 has more than 20 percent of the 
black population lived in the Northeast and North Central States.^ *®
Thus, the migration of Negroes from South to North can be 
interpreted in terms of labor supply and economic growth. However, 
these concepts cannot reflect the human motives which drove people 
to leave their dirt farms and decrepid shacks and travel to an un­
known land* Negroes left the South not only in search of Jobs but 
in search of a new way-of-life; they left the South not only to escape 
unemployment and poverty but to escape the system that continued to 
perpetuate their inferior status• In short, to many Negro migrants, 
the North represented an escape route, a short-cut to a better way- 
of-life •
The following are excerpts from three letters written to the 
"Defender," a Chicago-based Negro newspaper which played a major role 
in helping Negroes to migrate from the South* Note the tone of des­
peration when the letter-writers refer to the South and the tone of 
intense hopefulness when the letter-writers refer to the North.
* • • I want to get out of this dog hole because I don't 
know what I am raising (my children) up for in this place 
and I want to get to Chicago where I know they will be 
raised and my husband (is) crazy to get there because he 
know he can get more to raise his children • • • (sic)
• * * So many of our people are almost starving • • • quite
a number here would go anywhere to better their conditions • • •
1 0 Xbid.
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• • • 0 please help me to get out of this low down coun­
try i am counted as no more (than) a dog help me please 
help me o how glad I wood be if some company wood send 
me a ticket to come and work for them no joking i mean 
business • • • (sic)-*-^
The Great Migration to the North was animated and motivated 
by hope —  hope for a decent job, a decent homeland decent schools* 
But hope also for a new and more satisfactory life-style that would 
finally allow these thousands of black migrants to comport them- 
sevles as men. There can be little doubt that the life-style adopted 
by emerging northern Negro communities was, in many ways, better than 
that which characterized them in the South, The simple fact that the 
migration continued in an ever-increasing volume indicates that some­
how life was better for the Negro in the North as compared with life 
in the South,
However, the adjustment to the northern experience was not 
without a large dose of disillusionment and, ultimately, despair. 
Discrimination and prejudice in all their forms, while certainly less 
formalized in the North, were still the constant enemies of the Negro, 
In their jobs, at school, in stores, in all their myriad dealings with 
the white community, Negroes still encountered the harsh injustice of 
racism.
In addition to these age-old foes, the northern experience 
presented these predominantly rural Negroes with a new set of enemies: 
the impersonality of the urban environment and the deprivations of 
the ghetto, Richard Wright, in his "folk history", Twelve Million
^Milton Meltzer, ed,, In Their Own Words (New York: Crowell,
1967). pp. 3-5.
B l a c k  V o i c e s , e l o q u e n t l y  des c r i b e s  the emotions a n d  experiences of
the immigrant Negro i
A war sets up in our emotions: one part of our feel­
ings tell us it is good to be in the city, that we have 
a chance at life here, that we need but turn a corner to 
become a stranger, that we need no longer bow and dodge 
at the sight of the Lords of the Land. Another part of 
our feelings tells us that, in terms of worry and strain, 
the cost of living in the kitchenettes is too high, that 
the city heaps too much responsibility on us and gives 
too little security in return. • • •
The kitchenette, with its filth and foul air, with its 
one toilet for thirty or more tenants, kills our black 
babies so fast that in many cities twice as many of them 
die as white babies.
The kitchenette scatters death so widely among us that 
our death rate exceeds our birth rate, and if it were not 
for the trains and autos bringing us daily into the city 
from the plantations, we black folks who dwell in northern 
cities would die out entirely over the course of a few 
years, * • ,
The kitchenette throws desperate and unhappy people 
into an unbearable closeness of association, thereby 
increasing latent friction, giving birth to never-ending 
quarrels of recrimination, accusation, and vindictiveness, 
producing warped personalities.
The kitchenette injects pressure and tension into our 
individual personalities, making many of us give up the 
struggle, walk off and leave wives, husbands, and even 
children behind to shift as best they can,/, , ,
The kitchenette piles up mountains of profits for the 
Bosses of the Buildings and makes them ever more deter­
mined to keep things as they are.
The kitchenette reaches out with fingers full of golden 
bribes to the officials of the city persuading them to allow 
old fire traps to remain standing and occupied long after 
they should have been torn down.
The kitchenette is the funnel through which our pulver­
ized lives flow to ruin and death on the city pavements, 
at a profit. • •
^Richard Wright, "The One-Room Kitchenette," Ibid., pp. 21-
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By migrating to the North, the Negro had, of course, traded 
one set of problems for another. However, the fact that the north­
ward migration continued throughout the decade testifies to the fact 
that the "northern" problems appeared less devastating than those of 
the South. The superior quality of life in the North continued to 
draw more Negroes from the South throughout the 1920• s. Also, the
continued discrimination, the onslaught of anti-Negro violence in
13the early 1920*s, the frustrations bom of ghettoization all con­
tributed to a growing quality of disillusionment and despair in the 
tightly packed Negro communities of the North.
This then was the climate of opinion in the North at about 
the time the Black Muslims emerged. The Negro population had recently 
been subjected to two major demoralizing experiences: the revitali­
zation of the spirit of Jim Crow in the years following the Great War, 
and the frustrations and anxieties created by their experiences in 
attempting to adjust to the new urban environment. Democracy had 
again escaped; neither their sacrifices during the war nor their migra­
tion to the North had resulted in even a semblance of equality for 
Negroes.
It is no coincidence that, parallel with the emergence of
Negro disillusionment in the early 1920• s, there arose in the newly
created northern Negro communities an openly and vigorously separatist
social movement —  the UNIA of Marcus Garvey. It will be remembered
ihthat Garvey enjoyed a remarkably successful, if short, career.
^Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, p. 480.
^See page 2k, Chapter H.
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Basing his appeal on the dual message of black superiority and the 
impossibility of black men and white men living together in peace 
and Justice, Garvey managed to build a movement that numbered at 
least 500,000 members by 1923*“^  After Garvey*s arrest and convic­
tion for embezzlement in 1923, the movement began to decline* Never­
theless, during his meteoric career, Garvey had firmly planted in the 
Negro eomnnmities of the North, the idea of separatism, of rejection 
of the white mants society, as a reasonable solution to the problems 
of race relations* Thus, a decade before the emergence of the Black 
Muslims, a firm ideological groundwork for separatism had been laid 
and the receptivity of a significant portion of the northern Negro 
community to the message of separatism had been established*
As is adequately demonstrated by the popularity of Garveyism, 
the 1920*s and early 1930*s represent a low point in the history of 
Negro hopes of equality and aspirations toward integration* This was 
a time of minimal civil rights activity. The NAACP was still trying 
to keep alive the idea of Negro equality but it was fighting a lonely 
battle* For the Negro, pessimism was the order of the day and mean­
ingful reform seemed a hopeless dream* In addition, the onset of 
the depression in the late 1920*s lent a special air of despair to 
the racial situation*
The Nation of Islam, founded about 1933t was thus a response 
to a period of despair and alienation. Accordingly, it incorporated, 
as the foundation of its entire ideology, a profound refusal to believe
^Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, p. h91.
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in th© possibility of ever attaining justice in the white man's 
society; it embraced a program for separation as the only viable 
solution to the racial problem. Therefore, the identity projected 
by the movement was one which emphasized the rejection of the white 
man's society and of the white man's definitions and images of 
Negroes. Because it was founded at a time when separation appeared 
to many blacks to be the only viable solution to the racial problem, 
the Nation of Islam has, since its founding, projected an image of 
the Negro which sanctioned and supported that solution.
As opposed to the early experiences of the Nation, the SCLC 
came into being at a time when there had been a fundamental change 
in the climate of opinion. As mentioned earlier, the 1950's wit­
nessed the growth of new Negro hopes for equality. After 1954, it 
seemed that integration and equal status for the Negroes were immi­
nent possibilities. The optimism created by the Brown decision was 
enormous. For example, it was found in an investigation in Florida 
that the majority of Negro leaders throughout the state felt that 
school desegregation could be effected with ten years or less.*^
Other triumphs for the Negro and for the goal of integration 
preceded and followed the Brown decision. The victory of the Mont­
gomery Improvement Association in the bus boycott and the integration 
of the Little Rock, Arkansas, school system, and the involvement of 
the federal government which the situation in Little Rock necessitated,
■^Lewis Killian, The Impossible Revolution?. (New Yorkt 
Random House, 1968), p. 41.
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are two examples of the kinds of Negro victories that continued to 
expand hopes and increase the level of aspiration in the black com­
munity.
Of course, this somewhat abbreviated list of "victories” for 
the Negro was not the sole cause for the rising level of aspiration.
In many ways, the status of the Negro was also rising. The migration 
of the Negro from South to North and from rural to urban areas itself 
represents a change in the concentrations of the Negro population from 
areas of great resistance to racial change (the rural South) to areas 
of comparatively light resistance to racial change (urban areas out­
side the South)
As for specifics, Negro life expectancy has, since 1900, 
increased twice as fast as white life expectancy. In the decade of 
the 1950*s, white median annual income for individuals over fourteen 
years of age increased 54 percent while the same statistic for non­
white families shot up 73 percent. In the same decade, there were 
significant changes in Negro employment (both in percent employed and 
in terms of the number of higher status jobs open to Negroes) and 
improvements in housing, education, and Negro political participation.^
The degree to which Negroes have increased their political 
participation may be more significant than these other indices of 
rising Negro status for the simple reason that increased political 
participation oftentimes results in increased political power. The
^Thomas Pettigrew, A Profile of the Negro American (Princeton, 
New Jersey: Van Nostrand, 196*0, p. 180.
^^Ibid., pp. 181-184.
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potential power of the black vote is apparent in a number of ways,
Saul Alin sky, the noted community developer, has been quoted by 
Charles Silberman as stating that: "There are two sources of power:
money and people."^ By definition, money is not a common commodity 
among the black lower classes* Therefore, their power must come by 
means of "people"* Specifically, this means that power must derive 
from the numbers of black people who exercise (or, are allowed to 
exercise) their voting franchise*
It is true that, on the national level, Negroes are badly out­
numbered* However, there are many counties in the South in which 
blacks out-number whites* Also, most northern cities contain size­
able numbers of Negro residents* It is on these local levels that 
black people have and will, at least at first, make the power of 
their numbers felt. The results of increased political participation 
have already manifested themselves in many localities and states*
Also, the issue of civil rights has been a crucial one in the past 
three presidential elections.
Thomas Pettigrew characterizes the growth of black political 
power in this way:
✓
Over a million more Negroes voted in 1962 than in 1950, 
and the power of this increased access to the ballot re­
vealed itself in a wide range of elections* The first 
Negro elected to the Georgia legislature for generations 
won office in 1962, as did Negroes elected to statewide 
posts in Connecticut, and Massachusetts* And it was no 
coincidence that the I960 presidential campaign was the 
first in history where both major political parties vied 
each other to see which could write the stronger civil 
rights plank in its platform. Demographic shifts have
^Charles - Silberman, Crisis in Black and White (New York: 
Vintage, 1964), p. 323•
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established powerful concentrations of Negroes in most of 
the key electoral states: New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Michigan, Illinois, and California. In addition, Negro 
voters more than made the difference for Mr. Kennedy in 
i960 in three crucial southern states -— North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Texas• ^
Thus, even in the late 1950's and early 1960fs, when the 
SCLC was developing, it was possible to actually see progress being 
made in this sphere of civil rights activity. Black people were 
voting in larger and larger numbers and, perhaps more importantly, 
black people were being elected and appointed with increasing fre­
quency to both local, state, and national offices.
Hope, of course, does not grow up in a vacuum. The type 
of hope necessary to support a social movement such as the SCLC 
must be fed by some sort of actual improvements in the real world 
in order for it to be sustained. In this connection, the real ad­
vances made by the black population in the political sphere were 
perhaps the most important variety of sustenance that could have 
fed the burgeoning aspirations of the black population. The real 
advances made in this crucial sphere of social life were, thus, abso­
lute proof that the hopes and aspirations of the Negro community were 
well founded.
The change in Negro attitudes and climate of opinion created 
by these many factors are evident in the public opinion polls made 
during the decade of the fifties. In general, these polls indicate 
that, since the early 1950*s there has been a decrease in hopeless­
ness and despair both in general and with regard to the possibility
^Pettigrew, A Profile of the Negro American, p. 183.
of change in the American racial structure. A 195^ poll, representa­
tive of the entire American Negro population asked the question, "On 
the whole do you think life will be better for you or worse, in the 
next few years than it is now?” Sixty-four percent of the Negroes 
polled felt that life would indeed be better in the fixture. Although 
remarkable in itself —  given the conditions of Negro life at that 
time —  this figure becomes especially noteworthy when it is noted 
that, in response to the same question, only 53 percent of a control 
group of whites felt that life would soon be better. Also, the dif­
ference between the “optimism levels" for each group was greatest at 
the lowest levels of the socioeconomic status system (i.e., in the
categories of "laborer" in occupations and "grammar school only" in 
21education).
In 1959• the percentage of Negroes expressing hope for the
future had increased twice as much as the same percentage among 
22
whites. Even by 1963, almost ten years after the Supreme Court
Brown decision, the level of hope and optimism had not decreased.
In that year, a Newsweek poll indicated that 73 percent of the Negro
population believed that the racial attitudes of the white popula-
23tion would improve during the next five years.
In 1969, the hope for and belief in integration as a solution 
to the problem of race relations still existed. In a Newsweek poll
^Ibid., p. 18**.
22Ibid.. p. 185.
23lbid.
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published in June of 19o9» it was reported that approximately 75 
percent of the Negro population desired integration. Also, 69 per­
cent of the sample rejected the proposition that ”Negroes should 
have a separate nation in the U.S.” Seventy-eight percent rejected 
the proposition that "Negroes will make more progress by running
their own schools, businesses, and living in their own neighborhoods
oh.
rather than by integrating.”
So it was into an atmosphere of hope that the SCLC entered 
in the late 1950*s. Indeed, the Conference, acting primarily through 
the leadership of Dr. Martin L. King and the example set by many 
demonstrators, helped to sustain and increase that same hope.
Thus, the SCLC and the Nation of Islam are products of funda­
mentally different historical periods and climates of opinion. The 
Muslims were founded as a response to the despair and alienation which 
characterized the 1920• s and 1930*s. The image which the Nation pro­
jected incorporated as one of its primary traits a rejection of a 
society that seemed hopelessly bigoted. The SCLC was founded during 
a time in which hopes and aspirations were centered upon the goals 
of equality and integration and the image projected by the Conference 
reflects that climate of opinion. The Conference arose to pursue 
the goal of integration® and its projected image, by emphasizing their 
belief that the Negro can be the equal of the white man, is designed 
to justify and support that goal.
^"Report From Black America,” Newsweek. June 30® 19&9® P» 20.
The Effects of Differing Structures of Dominant- 
Minority Relations t Da .jure Segregation 
vs. De facto Segregation
t
It has already been demonstrated that during the embroyonic 
periods of each movement, the climate of opinion within the respec­
tive black communities differed substantially. However, of equal 
importance with the mood of the black population is the mood of the 
white population. The particular structure of the white community 
and the society as a whole are a major part of the raison d* etre 
of both movements. The way in which any social movement perceives 
its "enemy4* will have a significant impact upon the structure of 
that social movement.
The ■'enemy4* of the two social movements with which this paper 
is concerned is, in general terms, a society controlled by white peo­
ple. However, these two movements not only originated during differ­
ing historical epochs, they also originated in differing geographi­
cal locations. This fact means that the enemy (i.e., white society) 
for each movement assumes different shapes and is, consequently, 
defined in different ways. While this difference in geographical 
locations should not be exaggerated —  the Mason-Dixon Line is not, 
after all, some sort of impenetrable barrier —  there are signifi­
cant variations insofar as the experience of Negroes in these two 
areas is concerned. These differences, as will be explained in the 
following pages, have to do with the structure of relations between 
black and white people and the relative concreteness of the "enemy*' 
in each of these two areas.
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In spite of some changes which have occurred during the last 
few decades, Negroes are still confronted by a significantly greater 
degree of open prejudice and discrimination in the South than in any 
other region of the country. For example, in a study published in 
1959» Bogardus found that prejudice* as measured by his social dis­
tance scales, was higher in the South (2.40 on a seven-point scale) 
than in any other region (Northeast - 2.06; Pacific West - 1*97;
North Middle west - 1.96).^
However, while these variations are statistically significant, 
it is important to note that they are not exceptionally large. The 
factor that sets the South apart from other regions of the country 
is not so much the degree of prejudice but, rather, the fact that 
anti-Negro discrimination had been legally institutionalised in the 
South for decades. That is, the exclusion of the Negro from the main­
stream of life is a practice that for 300 years had been codified in 
laws and statutes and supported by a network of informal anti-Negro 
mores and folkways. The Jim Crow regime was an attempt to make per­
manent the inferior status of the Negro and enforce that status 
through the legal system."3 For example, in many places, Negroes 
were segregated in schools, in separate train cars, in residential 
areas, in restaurants, and even in "public*1 parks by the force of law. 
Where the legal restrictions ended, informal practices supplied the 
force necessary to prolong the inferior status of the Negro. Where
^5g. E. Simpson and J. M. Yinger, Racial and Cultural Minori­
ties (New York; Harper and Row, I965), p. Il6.~
^Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, pp. 106-108.
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an inferior status was not specifically legislated, it was enforced 
by the normative behavior of the white community. John Pol lard re­
ports several cases in his book Caste and Class in a Southern Town 
in which the efforts of an upwardly mobile Negro were negated by
on
the informal strictures applied by the white community. - Other 
examples of the way in which Negro inferiority has been institution­
alized both formally and informally in the South would include the 
kinds of distinctions commonly made between "white man" Jobs and 
"nigger" Jobs (the latter always inferior to the former), the "white 
only" Democratic primary for electoral state offices, and exclusion 
of Negroes from the voter rolls.
The nature of race relations in the South has had many con­
sequences for the civil rights movement. Among other things, this 
institutionalized inferiority meant that the civil rights movement 
had a clear focus for its energies. There were laws and statutes in 
the legal code which could be designated as targets for the efforts 
of the movement. In the South, the civil rights struggle could be 
reduced to compact and neat equations. If these laws could be re­
pealed or declared unconstitutional, then a clear and undeniable 
blow had been struck for Justice and freedom. If a residential area, 
or factory, or a department store, or even a lunch counter could be 
desegregated, then obviously, the status of the Negro was that much 
less inferior.
Perhaps one of the clearest ways to see this connection 
between the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and its cultural
2?john Pollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town (New Yorks 
Doubleday, 1957)*
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milieu is with regard to the popular slogan, "Freedom Now!" Given 
the structure of southern race relations, the concept of freedom 
for southern black people was and is a rather concrete thing. There 
may be some homage paid to abstract concepts such as "the freedom 
to be a person" or "the freedom to live as full citizens" or other 
equally non-defined freedoms. These are, of course, values and goals 
that motivate the civil rights movement both North and South, How­
ever, the situation of the southern civil rights movement is different 
because these rather abstract goals can be reduced to and applied to 
the immediate, local, and basic forms of everyday life.
Certainly Negroes both North and South would agree that 
"Freedom Now?" is an admirable and important goal. The northern 
Negro, however, has few ways to apply that goal to his everyday life 
situation —  primarily because the northern Negro is legally free.
That is, for quite some time there have been no institutionalized, 
legalized strictures that have served to limit the personal freedoms 
of the northern Negro, Legally, northern Negroes have been free to 
shop where they please, to use public facilities, to vote, and to 
ride the railroad car of their choice. Because the southern Negro, 
on the other hand, faced segregation de jure, the abstract slogan 
of "Freedom, NowJ" could and did have immediate and concrete corre­
lates in his everyday life situation. Because his everyday life was 
bounded and controlled by numerous legally-based strictures, the 
nullification of just one of those strictures «—  no matter how insig­
nificant or trivial the victory may appear objectively —  constituted 
a clear-cut extension of his personal rights and freedoms. Thus, in
terms of the opportunities and experiences open to Negro partici­
pation 9 it has been possible to actually increase both the sense of 
freedom (in this case9 defined as the absence of legal barriers or 
strictures) and the reality of freedom in the South*
The "villian" or "enemy” of the southern Negro was, therefore, 
quite a tangible entity. This enemy wore a thousand different guises 
and was, quite literally, encountered everywhere in the environment. 
Sometimes the foe appeared in the guise of signs that read "Whites 
Only4*, at other times he made his appearance in the form of unequal 
educational facilities, or segregated theater balconies, or the 
strictly-enforced deference forms which had to be adopted in inter­
actions with whites* The foe existed* He was real* He was there 
to be seen and heard and felt in countless numbers of ways* He had 
a structure, a texture and a feel that was, above all else, highly 
visible* Thus, when the time came for the Negro to take the offen­
sive against his enemy, there was a clear focus for his concerted 
energies* Because de jure segregation was so highly visible and so 
pervasive, it could be identified, defined, and attacked quite easily 
and the extension of personal freedoms could be seen in its every 
defeat*
Thus, in the South, the nature of the "vlIlian" has done much 
to shape the tactics and strategies of the civil rights movement* In 
a situation such as this, the tactics of confrontation and judicial-, 
ism are appropriate in the sense that the weapons fit the war* When 
"legalized** or institutionalized segregation is being attacked, the 
first order of business is obviously to destroy those aspects of the
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legal system which sanction segregation. This, of course, is the 
general approach of the NAACP, the SCIC, and their sister organiza­
tions •
In this context, images of the Negro which emphasize his 
basic worthiness as a human being are also appropriate* They har­
monize with the ends of the civil rights movement in the South. The
image of the Negro projected by the SCLC, which depicts the Negro as 
a person who can no longer accommodate himself to second-class 
citizenship and who desires equal status with his fellow citizens, 
obviously legitimates and supports the goals of equality and an end 
to segregation.
In the North, the situation of the Negro has been quite dif­
ferent. In the North, as opposed to the South, the practices of dis­
crimination and segregation have, for the most part, been casual and
informal. That is, the inferior status of the northern Negro has 
generally been maintained, not by legal statutes as in the South, but 
by custom and tradition. Therefore, there is a decided lack of objects 
to which could be attached the aggressions of northern Negroes.
The barrier that the Negro has faced in the North is de facto 
segregation rather than segregation by law. James Baldwin defines 
de facto segregation as a situation in which ”. . .  Negroes are segre- 
gated but nobody did it.'1 His meaning is obvious. The results of 
de facto segregation as far as the Negro community is concerned are 
generally similar to the effects of de jure segregation. However,
when an attempt is made to alter the segregated status of the Negro,
/
^Quoted in Silberman, Crisis in Black and White, p. 10
the fact that "nobody did. it" makes a great deal of difference. As 
previously stated, in the South, there has been a clear and present 
enemy against wham the efforts of the civil rights movement could be 
directed. However, de facto segregation is much harder to attack 
simply because no person, no set of statutes, no group and no agency 
is clearly responsible for it and can clearly make changes. In the 
North, there is simply no clear focus for attempts to structurally 
alter the status of the black man. The Negro in the North has had 
to contend with ghosts, and shadows, while the Negro in the South has 
had a solid brick wall against which he could butt his head.
In the South, the tactics of indirect and direct protest are 
appropriate because of the relative concreteness of the villains.
In the North, because the "villains" are far less visible, the tactics 
of protest becomes something less than appropriate. There is simply 
no efficient way to protest de facto segregation because, again, 
"nobody did it." The strategy of protest is thus less successful to 
the situation of the northern Negro.
What do you do in a situation in which you have laws on 
your side, where whites smile and say to you that they are 
your friends, but where your white "friends" move to the 
suburbs leaving you confronted with segregation and in­
ferior education in schools, ghetto housing, and a quiet 
and tacit discrimination in jobs? . . .  What is the appro­
priate form of protest?^
What Negroes face in the North, then, is not a direct and pervasive
tyranny but rather a genteel but firm intransigence.
^Kenneth B. Clark, "The Civil Rights Movement* Momentum 
and Organization," in The Negro American, ed. by Parsons and Clark 
(Bostons Houghton-Mifflin, 19&6), p. 6l4.
No one can doubt that the desire for change is great among 
northern Negroes. The recent riots and the generally increasing 
militance are proof enough of that. But, if protest is an ineffi­
cient tactic, how then can this anger and these aspirations be har­
nessed? The tactic generally used by the Black Muslims and many 
other nationalist groups in order to solve this problem has been 
a moral and spiritual conversion, i.e., a massive and basic reorgani­
zation of self-image.
By utilizing this tactic the Muslims are not directly 
attacking the system itself but, rather, the effects of the system.
By erasing the results of the Sambo image from the minds of their 
recruits and by implanting a new sense of identity during the con­
version process, the Muslims are, in effect, withdrawing from the 
limitations and penalties of their blackness by assuming an identity 
which places them above and beyond the ethos of Negro ghetto life • 
Once they enter the Nation, they can no longer be Negroes; they are, 
in fact, Muslims who have no connection with "Negroes." Because 
fighting the system is an extremely difficult task to even concep­
tualize, let alone realize on a concrete basis, the Muslim convert 
attempts to escape the consequences of the system.
The Effects of Differing Internal Structures;
Comprehensive vs. Limited Ideologies 
and Organizations
Another one of the basic factors that differentiates the 
SCLC and the Black Muslims is the degree of comprehensiveness
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30inherent in each. For example, the ideology of the Nation tends 
to be very comprehensive while the SCLC9s ideology is rather limited. 
The Muslim religion, philosophy, and mythology, taken together, pro­
vide a fully detailed and highly organized interpretation of the 
world. The individual member need look no further than the Nation 
for an answer to almost any question he might have. The ideology con­
tains an interpretation of the history of the world (the white race 
has been allowed to rule the world for 6,000 years but the reign of 
the unregenerate white roan will soon end), an explanation for the 
necessity of racial separation (because Allah has said that the mixing 
of blacks and whites is wrong), the elements of the true black roan9s 
culture and life-style (imported from Africa and interpreted by Elijah 
Muhammad), and many finely-wrought distinctions between right and 
wrong (smoking and drinking are wrong, work is the salvation of the 
black race). In short, the Muslim ideology is a complete package.
Once a Muslim learns and accepts the ideology of the movement, he 
is able to find an answer to all his questions —  whether concerning 
trivial matters (e.g., is it acceptable to wear light-colored suits 
to a Muslim meeting or must one always wear dark suits?) or matters 
of immense significance (e.g., when will the elevation of the so- 
called Negro occur?) —  within the movement itself.
Comparatively, the ideology of the SCLC is much more limited. 
Whereas the Muslim ideology is all-encompassing, the SCLC9s ideology 
is concerned with only certain features of society and social life.
/
?^Lewis M. Killian, "Social Movements," in Handbook of Modern 
Sociology, ed. by R. E. Faris (Chicagoi Rand McNally,1964), p. 43^.
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In the SCLC ideology, there is no attempt to explain the history of 
the world and little attempt to establish norms which the members 
must follow in their everyday life. The SCLC is concerned primarily 
with expounding the philosophical system which supports and sanctions 
nonviolence and with projecting the image of Negro equality. That 
is, the ideology of the Conference seeks to demonstrate the utility 
and prove the necessity of nonviolence as a tactic. Also, it expli­
cates the idea that Negroes can be the equals of white citizens if 
they are simply given the opportunity.
Another characteristic of the limited —  as opposed to the 
comprehensive —  ideology is that the former condemns only certain 
characteristics of the status quo. On the other hand, the comprehen­
sive ideology condemns the entire status quo. To take an example 
from another era, the ideology of the Bolshevik Party in Russia in 
.1917 condemned all aspects of the Czarist regime and, after Lenin 
came to power sought to eradicate all traces of that regime. The 
ideology of Hitlerfs Nazi Party contained similar sweepingly condemna­
tory characteristics.
As might be surmised from the proceeding paragraph, a compre­
hensive ideology is generally related to revolutionary social move­
ments which actively seek to attain political power and remake all 
of society according to their own images. On the other hand, the 
limited ideology is usually associated with reform movements For 
example, reform movements as diverse as the Women*s Christian Tem­
perance Union, the John Birch Society, and the Townsend Movement of
3-krbid.
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the 1930*s accept the general status quo and seek to alter only cer­
tain aspects of that status quo* Insofar as the SCLC is a reform 
movement, it also seeks to alter only certain aspects of the present 
regime. Its ideology singles out only certain limited characteris­
tics of the present regime, condemns these soundly, and contains 
implications of how these characteristics can be changed.
The ideology of the Nation of Islam, however, condemns the 
white manfs society categorically. Since the Nation is not a politi­
cal movement, it does not attempt, of course, to acquire power and 
destroy the status quo* Instead, it takes an indirect route and, 
as explained previously, seeks to escape by assuming an identity 
that removes its members from the status quo*
The inplications of this limited vs. comprehensive dichotomy 
extends far beyond the respective ideologies of the two movements.
The same categories can be used to examine the kinds of relationships 
that exist between each organization and its respective members. The 
individual Muslim is involved in the organization to a much greater 
degree than is true of the individual member of the SCLC. That is, 
the nature of the relationship between member and movement is compre­
hensive —  Just as the ideology is comprehensive —  in the case of 
the Nation of Islam. In the case of the Conference, the relationship 
and ideology are both limited.
It is conceivable and, in fact, probable, that many Muslims 
spend the great majority of their lives in some kind of contact with 
the movement. They may associate only with other Muslims, work in 
a Muslim-owned establishment, dine in Muslim restaurants, shop in
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Muslim stores, and attend Muslim meetings as their sole social acti­
vity* In short, many Muslims live their lives entirely within the
confines of the system* The individual member need not venture 
beyond the confines of the organization for food, clothing, a Job, 
companionship, group contact, a sense of identity, or even answers 
to questions regarding the destiny of the world* All of those and 
many other essentials are contained within the boundaries of the 
movement itself* Thus, the member is immersed in the Nation to such 
a degree the external influences on the individual are virtually 
excluded*
The extent to which the Muslim is involved with the Nation
as his primary reference group and as the central focus around which
his life revolves can be seen in the fourteen Muslim families studied 
by Garry Edwards* In fact, the Muslim families in this research were 
not only isolated from white society, they were also isolated from 
the non-Muslim black community* The fourteen Muslim families had 
almost no contact with non-Muslim related institutions, whereas 
the fourteen Christian families had "• • • an array of extra-religious 
institutional contacts and commitments *"32 Thirteen of the Christian 
families maintained contacts with welfare organizations and six of 
the Christian families had contact with law-enforcement agencies 
during the time of the research* On the other hand, only three of 
the Muslim families experienced contact with either of these two 
agencies*
3%arry Edwards, "Black Muslim and Negro Christian Family 
Relations," Journal of Marriage and the Family, 30 (November, 1968), 
609.
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Furthermore 9 the Christian families were very much in favor 
of social clubs and, in fully 50 percent of the Christian families, 
one or more family members belonged to such clubs. The Muslim fami­
lies looked upon non-Muslim clubs with suspicion and mistrust and 
not one individual family member held a membership in such a club# 
Christian family members maintained regular social contacts in bars, 
pool halls, on street comers, and in parks# Muslim family members 
did not, preferring to devote their spare time to •‘fishing” for con­
verts or doing other work for the movement.-^
Finally, the Muslim family, in comparison to the Christian 
family, is estranged from its extended kin network. Almost invariably, 
the parents of the Muslim couple were Christian and had opposed the 
entry of their son or daughter into the Nation# Also, many parents 
of Muslim couples smoked, drank, and cursed freely and frequently.
All of these activities are, of course, expressly forbidden by the 
Nation# Apparently, the continual attempts of the Muslims to convert 
their parents —  or at least to cause them to abstain from smoking 
and drinking —  caused almost constant tension be tire en the two gene­
rations#
Further evidence of tension between the Muslim family and 
the extended kin network center around the Muslim wife. First of all, 
the Muslim wife was constantly subjected to ridicule from her rela­
tives for her refusal to wear makeup and for her simple and ” old- 
fashioned” clothes. The wives of the fourteen matched Christian 
families retained very close ties with their mothers# Frequently,
33ibid., p# 606.
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the mother was the major confidant and advisor on domestic affairs#
The Muslim wife, however, confided in and sought advice only from 
her husband
To summarize, the Muslim family, compared to the Christian 
family, tends to be quite isolated from non-Muslim contacts even 
within the black community. This isolation of the Muslim family 
holds true with reference to contacts with official agencies, social 
and informal contacts, and also in the case of contacts with kin 
groups# This research by Mr# Edwards thus provides empirical veri­
fication that Muslims do, in fact, cut themselves off from the sur­
rounding community and center their lives around the Nation.
As was indicated in Chapter HT, for the individual member 
of the SCLC, the relationship between the individual and the organi­
zation tends to be rather limited. For the members, the Conference 
becomes a central part of his life only when a demonstration is in 
progress# At other times, except perhaps during regular meetings, 
the fact that he is a member of the SCLC declines in importance.
He receives the essentials of life from a number of different sources#
His Job, his shopping patterns, his family life, his social activi­
ties, do not necessarily have anything to do with his membership in 
the Conference# He received the "feedback”, the mirror images that 
are essential for preservation and stabilization of his self-image 
from phases of his life that may be far removed from the confines of 
the SCLC —  from his family, his Job, and his peers, none of which
3**Ibid.. p.' 607.
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are intimately connected with the Conference. His activities in the 
Conference may have established his basic notions of self-competency 
and these may receive regular reinforcement in the meetings he attends 
and,' possibly, the propaganda he reads* However, the SCLC itself does 
not become the major determinant of all phases of his daily life*
Perhaps the difference between the two organizations can be 
made clearer by use of an analogy between the Muslims and the Nazi 
Party of Germany on one hand and the SCLC and some of the older 
"Women*s Rights" organizations of America on the other. Use of this 
analogy is not meant to imply that the Muslims are, in any sense, 
fascists or neo-Nazis. Rather the analogy is meant merely to illus­
trate the kinds of differences that exist between the Muslims and 
the SCLC.
When Hitler came to power in Germany in 1932, the Nazi Party 
embarked on a program that would virtually reshape German society* 
Germany in 1932, Just as any modern, post-industrial society, was 
characterized by diversity and pluralism throughout its social struc­
ture* On a general level, there was diversity in terms of social 
class, religion, and regional affiliations* Also, the citizenry was 
divided by differing political affiliations, educational levels, 
occupations, dialects, world-outlooks, and along many other dimen­
sions* Thus, Germany was a nation characterized by heterogeneity*
The individual citizen had many choices with regard to how he might 
structure his life} how he might combine these various elements of 
social life into his own individual "package". He had choices as to
t
where he might place his primary allegiance (whether to family, to
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religion, to politics, or merely to the pursuit of hedonistic plea­
sures); he had a choice as to what kind of person he would be, and 
a choice as to how he would view the world and his own place in it.
Once the Nazis succeeded in "co-ordinating” German society, 
this particular matter of choice, of pluralism and diversity was 
largely ended. The Nazis were moving toward the elimination of all 
centers of power that were not directly under the control of the 
Party —  and, therefore, under the control of the state. All. other 
political parties, all non-Nazi labor unions, and all other forms 
of organized social life that were not part of the Nazi hierarchy 
were eliminated. All organizations —  even Glee Clubs and Hiking 
Clubs —  were broken down and then reorganized into the new German 
State.^
In describing this Nazification of society in a small German 
town, William S. Allen says that ”. . .  ultimately, all society, in 
terms of human relations • • • ceased to exist, or rather . . .  
existed in a new framework whereby each individual related not to 
his fellow man but only to the state and to the Nazi leader who became 
the personal embodiment of the state For the individual German
citizen there could be no social life except that which took place 
within the context of the state. What an individual was and what he 
could be were matters over which his choices had been considerably
35Alan Bullock, Hitleri A Study in Tyranny (New York* Bantam 
Books, 1961), pp. 229-235•
36WiU jam S. Allen, The Nazi Seizure of Power (Chicago* 
Quadrangle, 19&5)» P« 214.
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narrowed. His status, his world-outlook , his self-image were all 
traits which were derived directly and almost solely from the state*
From the standpoint of the individual, a transformation simi­
lar to that experienced by the Nazi neophyte takes place for the Mus­
lim neophyte. Once a person becomes a Muslim, all human relations 
do **• * * exist in a new framework • • •*' wherein each individual 
relates almost solely to the Nation, to Elijah Muhammad, and to the 
Muslim ministers who become the "• • • personal embodiment* . of 
the Nation*
As was indicated in Chapter III, the individual*s major 
reference group is the movement itself* Complete loyalty to the 
mission of Elijah Muhammad is demanded of all members • It is worth 
noting that some of the specific offenses forbidden by the Nation 
arei ''Disobeying your officers; Disrespecting Ministers and the 
Supreme Captain; Misrepresenting the teachings of Islam; and Disre­
specting the Messenger of Allah (Elijah Muhammad) * "3? The local minis­
ters are considered to be the representatives of Elijah Muhammad and, 
indeed, they are very much under his control*^ Thus, discipline in 
the movement derives from complete dedication to the message of Allah 
as interpreted by Mr, Muhammad and as disseminated by his ministers*
Any deviation from the conduct demanded of them can and does result 
in immediate punishment* Like the National Socialist Party of Germany,
3?E* u * Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism (New York: Dell,
1962), p. 388.
3^Ibid., p* l6l.
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the Nation of Islam is "• • • oligarchict militant, and highly 
disciplined • • . Also like the Nazis, respect for authority, 
loyalty to the movement, and willingness to obey one's superiors 
without question are considered primary virtues.
There Is, thus, a similarity in purely organizational terms 
between the Nation and the Nazis. This similarity, it should be 
made clear, derives not from any manner of shared political ideo­
logy, but, rather, from a similarity in the kinds of missions and 
goals which each group sets for themselves. For the Nazis, the 
rigidly hierarchical, totalitarian form of organization was neces­
sary because of the enormous difficulty of their task. Overthrowing 
an existing regime —  even one as unstable as the Weimar Republic —  
is never an easy task. Especially in view of Hitler's strategy of 
"legality*', the Nazi takeover called for the most rigid and strict 
style of discipline. The process of revolutionizing German society 
after Hitler attained the Chancellorship was likewise an extremely 
difficult task which called for the most efficient or organizations 
in which followers obeyed their immediate superior without question.
Now, the Muslims are not, by any means, political revolution­
aries. However, the goals which they have set for themselves are 
perhaps of even greater difficulty than those pursued by Hitler's 
Nazi Party. The Nation is attempting to convert the entire popula­
tion of so-called Negroes to their brand of Islam. This is the major, 
consciously articulated goal of the organization. They seek to
39Ibid.. p. 198.
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revolutionize the black community but this is & revolution that 
begins with attitudes and everyday behavior and is only secondarily 
and indirectly aimed at the larger political arena. The difficulty 
which inheres in this task derives from the vast differences in the 
life-style characteristic of the black community, and the life-style 
demanded of its members by the Nation. Surely the transformation 
undergone by Malcolm X, for example, from a petty thief, dope ped­
dler, and general street hoodlum to a black " . . .  Benjamin Franklin, 
George Babbitt, and Calvinist moralist • . is as striking and
startling as any conversion related in the Bible.
Any transformation of self-image, as sweeping and as funda­
mental as that undergone by the convert to Islam must, at least at 
first, be precarious. The role of "muslin" is new, unfamiliar, and 
-difficult to play. At the same time, the memory of a perhaps enjoy­
able and certainly less rigid existence is strong. The convert must 
be guarded against the attractive possibility of backsliding. This 
is a truism both for the Nazis and for the Muslims. Both attempt to 
prevent backsliding by literally surrounding the individual with the 
symbols of the movement, immersing him in the organization and con­
stantly reinforcing his new identity. They attempt to "wed" the 
individual to the organization by making the movement the central 
focus of his life. Both the Nazis and the Muslims have accomplished 
this by tying the self-image of the individual directly to the move­
ment. The recruit undergoes a trial period during which his major
^PPeter Schrag, "The New Black Myths," Harper*s Magazine,
May, 1969, p. 38.
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reference group is the movement itself. Constant reinforcement of 
the new identity continues until the conversion "takes" • Essien-Udom 
describes this process of indoctrination as followst
Withdrawal and alienation of Negroes from society is 
achieved partly through the process of initiation and 
partly through constant repetition and dramatization of 
Muhammad's doctrines at Temple meetings. This is why 
attendance at meetings at least once a week is required 
of all members.
A new convert to the Nation is subjected to a pro­
gram of constant memorization which . • • keeps him con­
stantly busy during the early period of conversion* In 
this way, he is given new and exciting directions about the 
world in a new light and he is encouraged to assimilate 
•new* values for self-improvement. Hp acquires a new sense 
of personal worth and responsibility.41
Thus, the broad scope of both movements is a result of the 
fact that, in both cases, revolutions were being attempted —  one 
primarily a political revolution (i.e., directed toward changes in 
the structure of power), the other primarily a revolution of atti­
tudes (i.e., directed toward the reshaping of human material). As 
indicated, the effect of this characteristic on the change in self- 
image of the neophyte is that the new identity is very organized, 
rigid, and highly detailed. The convert to the Muslims becomes, in 
a very real sense, a new man. By the process of indoctrination which 
is undergone, the former identity is replaced by the new identity.
The individual which emerges from this process, if the conversion 
succeeds, has a radically altered personality with a new conception 
of the meaning of life itself; a new perspective as to his role in 
the world.
^Essien-Udom, Black Nationalism, p. 231*
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On the other hand, the SCLC is not organized as a revolution­
ary group* Rather, it is a protest and pressure group* That is, it 
defines its major purpose as the discovery, publicizing, and pro­
testing of incidents of racial injustice in combination with the 
bringing of pressure to bear upon the offender* It is true that 
during demonstrations much depends upon the discipline of the fol­
lowers and on their willingness to obey without question* However, 
the discipline of members of the SCLC, even at those crucial times, 
is not of the same variety as the discipline required of members of 
the Nation of Islam. Demonstrators are bound by a common purpose 
and a common set of ideas and their discipline derives from this 
collective dedication. The purpose which binds them, however, lives 
a relatively short life* Once the demonstration ends, the common 
purpose fades into the background of the lives of the demonstrators. 
They become ordinary citizens and return to their former lives. The 
purpose which binds members of the Black Muslims is not a temporary 
phenomenon which fluctuates in importance* It remains a relatively 
constant fixture in their lives —  something which they cannot 
abandon to return to their former lives because that purpose has 
become their lives: the two are identical.
The function of the SC LG is to mobilize, to instigate, and 
to guide* It becomes an active part of the lives of its consti­
tuency only during a demonstration* It serves only as a catalyst and 
a supplier of strategies and guidance* Only intermittently does it 
come into direct contact with the lives of its members• The rela­
tionship between movement and member is, thus, relatively limited*
Ill
In fact, the SCLC directly shapes the behavior of its members only 
during demonstrations* Except for those periods, the members of 
the SCLC might easily be citizens with no other important organiza­
tional affiliations*
The SCLC directly affects the individual no more forcefully 
than a member of one of the older "women's rights" or women's suf­
frage organizations is affected by her group affiliation* To take 
as specific example, the Women's Party (founded in 1916) was like 
the SCLC, a militant, nonviolent, confrontationist organization
U2.which sought to expand the legal rights of an oppressed minority*
In fact, there are significant similarities between the two organi­
zations not only in terms of strategies and tactics but also in terms 
of structure, ideology, and, most importantly for the concerns of 
this thesis, in terms of the meaning and significance which each 
organization holds for its members.
Both organizations seek to transform the self-image of their 
constituency in either or both of two ways* First, in a direct man­
ner, by causing their members to participate in direct protests 
against inequality and injustice. By violating traditional mores 
of behavior (e*g*, both Negroes and women are supposed to accept 
their inferior status without protest) the participants in confronta­
tion actually experience the freedom which is their ultimate goal.^
**%eorey Lahey, "Technique and Ethos in Non-violent Actiont 
The Woman Suffrage Case," Sociological Inquiry, 38 (Winter, 1969)*
37-^2.
^^Ibid.. p* 40*
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Engaging in open protest is at least symbolically a simultaneous 
refutation of inequality and an implementation of a newly found 
freedom*
As Doris Stevens, a prominent figure in the Women*s Party, 
phrased its (Those women who have participated in direct action)
**• • • know how fine and strong a thing it is to realize that you 
must take what is yours and not waste your energy proving that you
L I .
are or will someday be worthy of a gift of power from your masters*"
To illustrate the kind of fierce altruism that can result 
from participation in confrontation, consider the following words 
spoken by a 73-year-old grandmother just before a judge sentenced 
her for "disturbing the peace"s
Xour Honor, I have a nephew fighting for democracy in 
loanee* (These events transpired during the First World 
War*) He is offering his life for his country* I would 
be ashamed if I did not join these brave women in their 
fight for democracy* ^
Also, to illustrate the elation that can derive from actually 
expropriating ones freedom, consider the words of a socialite who 
regularly absented herself from Monday afternoon teas in order to take 
her turn on the picket lines "No public service (I) have ever done 
gave (me) such a feeling of elation*"^
The second method used by both organizations for transforming 
the self-images of their constituency is indirect and far less
i*4Ibid.
45ibld.. p. 39.
1*6Ibid., p. 40.
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controllable and predictable* This method has already been outlined 
in Chapter IV^ and it consists of two basic processes* First, by 
portraying their confrontations in as dramatic a manner as possible , 
both organisations seek to strike a responsive chord in the minds of 
all of their constituency (in the case of the SCLC, all Negroesj in 
the case of' the Womencs Party, all women)® It is hoped that the 
sight of demonstrators courageously and openly fighting the oppressor 
will initiate a fundamental alteration of self-image among the members 
of the constituency® That is, it is hoped that the constituency will 
cast off negative self-images and adopt those positive self-images 
which are being portrayed by the demonstrators® Thus, the consti­
tuency will begin to define themselves as “free and equal people”,
, . and, just as impor'tantly, begin to behave like free and equal people*
The second process involves the reinforcement of the new 
..identity® fie inf or ee me nt is derived not only from the organization 
(in th© forms of propaganda, further demonstrations, and perhaps, 
meetings of local units) but also from sources beyond th© direct 
control of the organization® This extra-organizational reinforce­
ment may be derived, for example, from one's family, friends, and 
associates who accept th© new identity of the convert and begin to 
base their interactions with the convert on this new identity® Or, 
the reinforcement may come from casual, secondary contacts whose 
content is shaped by changing cultural and legal definitions® The 
Negro being called "sir” in a restaurant from which he was formerly 
barred by segregation and the lady who exercises her vote and signs
^?Sea page 62, Chapter 17.
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legal contracts would be examples of this secondary kind of reinforce- 
Kent* The net result of this rather complex procedure is something 
resembling a self-fulfilling prophecy* The individual has laid a 
claim to a new identity which incorporates self-definitions of equal­
ity and freedomc He begins to comport himself as a “free and equal” 
individual and* assuming that some sort of change has occurred in the 
structure of minority relations* is treated as such® This new iden­
tity* as it is reinforced more and more frequently* gradually becomes 
permanent®
Thus* these two organisations operate in very similar ways —  
th&t is* by staging demonstrations which serve at least two purposes? 
firstly* to change the structure of dominant-minority group relations 
-and* secondly* to change the self-image of their constituency from 
■.negative to positive® Unlike the Muslims and the Ha a is, neither the 
SCLC nor the WomenParty attempt to make the organisation the sole 
Mlq©k:hig»gl&ss*‘ for its members® It was necessary for both the Mus­
lims and the Nazis to surround their membership with th© movement and 
exclude outside sources of identification because of the extreme 
difficulty of their respective tasks and because both reject their 
respective status quo*
In the cases of the WomenParty and the SCLC* there is a 
basic and a highly significant acceptance of th© status quo as a 
legitimate arrangement of things* In both cases, th© minorities 
represented by these organizations merely want their share of the 
rewards offered by that status quo®
Thus, both in the case of th© SCLC and in th© ease of th© 
Women8s Party, there is no n©©d to revolutionize —  either in terms 
of power relationships or in terms of attitudes, beliefs, and values 
because th© present regime is defined as not requiring revolution­
ising® All that is needed, on the contrary, are certain basic re­
forms that will allow the minority —  whether females or Negroes —  
to participate in th© regime on something resembling an equal basis® 
For the individual, membership in either organization is, of 
course, important to him. The group provides him with on© of th© 
many “looking-glasses” which reflect his self-image® However, it is 
not th© only looking-glass® To a much greater extent than was true 
with either the Muslims or the Nazis, the individual member of these 
kinds of groups receives impressions of self from many different 
.sources* Th© organization itself is not th© prime anchor for th© 
individual* s 'self-image; nor, for that matter, doss th© organization 
attempt ©r need to be its members® primary looking-glass®
Thus, because of the nature ©f th© Conference —  because it 
seeks only to guide and direct —  th© SCLC affects its members much 
less comprehensively than the Nation of Islam, an organization that 
seeks to convert and reshape® In terms of the dynamics of self-image 
and self-concept ion, this moans that the identity derived from th© 
Conference is much less stable than that derived from the Nation® 
Because of th© particular organization of the SCLC, th© derived iden­
tity of its members is not continually reinforced within the organi­
zation as is th© Muslim identity. Th© members of the Conference are 
not involved* as part of their daily lives, in th© organization®
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The Nation tends to be a closed system in which th© tightly defined 
identity has a central place. Th© SCLC is a loosely organized move­
ment which may inspire its constituency by its fearless examples 
but which does not attempt to "wed” th© individual to the organiza­
tion® One might say that being a Muslim is a ftrll-tiraa career whereas 
being a member of the Conference is, for th© most part, seasonal work#
The legacy of Jim Crow; Some
Fundamental Similarities
g." jurcji. m — Ilanwi t;iiaa»«»gM»»0— ammui.
The primary purpose of this chapter has been to analyze soma 
of the factors which have led to the differing linages of the Negro 
which each, of thes© social movements possess® Th© differences between 
the images are so obvious and well-defined that there is a danger that 
they will obscure the fundamental similarities which exist between 
the two organisations® The fact that one projects Negro equality while 
the other insists upon Negro superiority tends to overshadow the fact 
that both images are also to b© seen as different reactions to th© 
same stimili —  i.e*, th© Sambo stereotype® Both are denials of in­
herent Negro inferiority; th© differences between them are, at least 
in this respect, differences in degree rather than differences in kind. 
The Muslim identity m y  be more detailed and more organized than that 
of th© SCLC but both are affirmations of Negro manhood® They are both 
symptomatic of the profound rumblings in th© Negro population which 
have heralded the demise of Jim Crow. Both are clear and definite 
statements that th© Negro community —  both North and South —  will 
tolerate an innately inferior position no longer. The Nation of Islam 
utilizes Allah? s promise of an imminent black utopia to motivate its
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followers® The SCLC utilizes a fundamentally different utopia —  
that of a society of racial brotherhood —  for the same purpose.
However, it is clear that these organizations are reflecting the 
desires and 'wishes of large segments of the Negro population. At 
base, it is the black populace itself that is changing and the two 
social movements are both cause and effect of that more fundamental 
change.
As a stable, institutionalized mode of accommodation between 
th© races, Jim. Crow is dying. The SCIC and the Black Muslims* each 
in its own way, have helped to seal the coffin. In this sense, the 
two organizations are different aspects of the same phenomenon®
Surely they differ in many ways, but in fact the Nation of Islam and 
th© SCLC have been allies in th© same war —  although Dr© King and 
Elijah Muhammad would never have publicly admitted it®
* The war has been and continues to be a wet against those 
forms of racism which have helped to maintain the inferior position 
of th© Negro© On a very basic level, however, th© war has taken place 
within the Negro in th© form of an identity crisis. On this level, 
the war reduces itself to a choice between acceptance or rejection 
of the Sambo role that Negroes have had to play® Of course, this is, 
for the most part, an unconscious struggle; a struggle within the mind 
which few Negroes are able to articulate or deal with on a conscious 
level® Thus, at least in this respect, the Negro protest movement 
is a struggle for the minds of men; on this level it is a transforma­
tion of attitudes, values and beliefs® In this transformation the 
SCIC and the Nation —  united by their common rejection of the Sambo
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image have performed a service of considerable value to the Negro 
populace® By constantly publicizing their own definitions of 
,sNegronsss51 they have aided millions of black people in finally bury­
ing the sceptre of Black Sambo® They have helped to weaken a social 
rol© thatj> for hundreds of years# has been part and parcel of the 
institutionalization of Negro inferiority and which has convinced 
many people# white and black# that the Negro could never be anything 
but a hopelessly immature and irresponsible child*
CHAPTER VI
MEW DIRECTIONS
Every society deserves the social movements it gets* That 
is, every social movement that achieves soa© degree of success (as 
measured in terns of sise, longevity, publicity, or achievement of 
goals) is fundamentally a response to some felt needs of its society® 
Social movements are, thus, both cause and effect of social change• 
Because of these characteristics, they, more so than most 
©th©r organizations9 are linked to specific periods of history and 
'Specific climates of opinion® It is the nature of social movements 
that ones the purpose for which they exist begins to recede in impor­
tance or, conversely, acquire new directions, new implications, and 
new meanings for the society at large, they must also change in order 
t© deal with these altered realities® The ultimate price of rigidity 
is irrelevance and, in all probability, stagnation® To quote Gandhi, 
" The re go my people® I must catch them for I am their leader©”** 
Given the role of social movements with regard to social 
change, on© should not be surprised to find that both the Nation of 
Islam and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference are changing 
in response to the constantly shifting structure of American race 
relations® As the voices of the "swelling black chorus” change their
^Quoted in Charles Silberm&n, Crisis in Black and White (New 
York* Vintage Books, 1964), p. 144®
H 9
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pitch, as the dissonance increases, and, as occasionally, their melody 
changes, so must h© who would lead them change the tempo and the pat­
tern traced by his baton.
In the past five years, it appears that the SCLC has changed 
to & greater extent than the Muslims* In fact, as we shall see, the 
SCLC of 19?0 has gone through a rather sweeping series of changes.
On the other hand, the Nation has merely altered its priorities, 
de-emphasising some aspects of its program and re-emphasising others.
For the Conference, two events —  one, a long-term, gradual 
series of changesf the other, a sudden, blindingly swift tragedy —  
■m@m to have been the primary forces behind the alteration in its 
.central thrust. First, the SCLC and her sister organisations have 
msceeded so well in the South that they have, quite literally, put 
ithexnselves out of business. That is, insofar as the SCLC and other 
■organisations existed for th© purpose of destroying Jim Crow and 
^southern segregation d© jure, they have succeeded. With the barrage 
of legislation and court decisions throughout the i960ss, Jim Crow 
has all but passed away from the southern scene. Certainly Jim 
Crow still lives in some outlying regions and the spirit of Jim Crow 
is still hale and hearty and full of vigor. But th© regime of Jim 
Crow and th© Negro life-style incorporated within that regime have 
ceased to be matters of central concern to southern Negroes. Lately, 
th© goals and demands of southern Negroes have come more and more to 
resemble those of northern Negroes. In the South, the focus of Negro 
concern has increasingly become jobs, housing, schools, and, as segre­
gation da jure recedes, the effects of de facto segregation. Thus,
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insofar as the Conference was specifically geared to attacking legally 
sanctioned and reinforced segregation» it has outlived its usefulness.
However5 it is also in, the nature of organizations that, after 
they achieve a certain stag© in development, they develop a tendency 
to perpetuate themselves through time* When organizations achieve 
their goals, instead of disbanding, they tend to find new goals to 
pursue so as to perpetuate their own existence* Thus, the March of 
Dimes, ones it had achieved its goal of freeing the American people 
from the threat of polio, instead of disbanding itself, began a new 
campaign on birth defects*
Th© SCLC has proved no exception to this general rule. As 
Jim Crow began his final death rattle in the mid 19608s, the SCI£ 
•began to focus its energies on programs and goals that had previously 
been either secondary or not a part of th© movement at all* Thus, the 
new directions and new goals of th© movement led it toward th© North 
and away from reliance on its traditional, nonviolent tactics and 
strategies*
The shift toward the North began in about 1965®^  This, of 
course, was the time period during which the traditional function of 
th© SCLC with regard to Jim Crow was becoming irrelevant* Dr* King 
began bis attack on the North by attempting to transplant th© strate­
gies and tactics which had worked so well in the South© Thus, Dr* 
King®s “northern strategy" entailed, at first, such events as
^Martin Luther King, Jr., “Next Stops The North,” Saturday 
Review, November 13» 1965® P» 33 »
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demonstrations against d© facto school segregation (Boston, May, 1965)^ 
and marches for open housing (Chicago, Summer, 1966)
As im have seen, nonviolence is not a strategy for all seasons*^ 
Although there was some of the brutal reactions to Dr# King * s demonsta- 
tions that are necessary in order for nonviolence to work, apparently 
it was not of sufficient Intensity to arouse the moral outrage of the 
nation on a continuous, long-term basis# Or, perhaps, the issues of 
busing school children and open housing struck too close to home to 
arouse the white population in the same way as had the more clear-cut 
issues in th© South during the early 19608s« At any rate, these 
'"traditional” campaigns must be labled setbacks for th© Conference#
As the traditional tactics and strategies began to decline in 
efficiency, th© SCLC began t© emphasis© other programs# The most im­
portant of thse new programs has been Operation Breadbasket —  a pro­
gram for securing more Jobs for Negroes# Breadbasket has been th© only 
USCLC program to successfully survive the transplantation from South 
to North. It owes its success to its dependence on another weapon 
from the SCLC arsenal besides th© traditional ones —  the boycott® 
Breadbasket operates by th© procedure of, first, confronting businesses 
that operate in the Negro community and demanding that these businesses 
hire Negroes at all levels in proportion to the percentage of Negroes 
in the city# Thus, if the city contains a population that is JQ per­
cent Negro, Breadbasket would demand that th© companies in black areas
3“Now* Dr* King8s Marches Turn Northward/* U.S. News and World 
Report, May 3, 1965, p. 8.
^"Crisis of Color 866,'* Newsweek, August 22, 1966, p# 58#
5s©e p# 63® Chapter IV#
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have an employee contingent that ims at least 30 percent Negro0 XT 
the company refuses to agree to this ‘'blackmail*0 (which they typi­
cally do) then a boycott of that company is begun in the black neigh­
borhoods© %  use of this tactic, the SCLC claims that it had won 
5,000 jobs for Negroes in Atlanta by 1967^ and 3 9000 jobs for Negroes 
in Chicago by 1970©^
Th© advantages of the boycott over the traditional tactics 
are numerous» No appeal to the national will is needed, no precise 
reactdm from the "power structure18 is required, and the portrait of 
the struggle painted by the mass media does not have to be so finely 
shaded and so intimately texture de In fact, the mass media need not 
■b© involved at all* Breadbasketes energies are, at one©, very direct 
and easily contrailsdG It depends on no reaction from society for its 
success (a reaction difficult to control)© Rather, it depends on th© 
reactions of specific companies© These reactions are much easier to 
control -- ©specially when one has leadership over the black community 
as Jess© Jackson, head of ChicagoBs Breadbasket, does over South Sid© 
Chicagoe Thus, Jesse© Jackson may well be right when he claims? that 
"Operation Breadbasket is the most viable civil rights movement in
o
this country©"
This quote from Jackson leads us indirectly to th© second
^"Negroes Go National With Demands for Jobs," Business Week, 
August 19, 19^7, P© 37®
?"Jesse Jacksons One Leader Among Many," Tim©, April 6, 1970,
p© 15o
% i  chard Levine, "Jess© Jacksons Heir to Dr© King?," Harpers
p ^  ^ i n n m  itr nrru m i
Magazine, March, 1969, p. 62©
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major change in th© SCLC« This change derives from th© tragic loss 
of Dr® King in April, 1968® The absence of this eharasmatic figure 
has blunted the once-sharp edge of the SCLC sword® Since the assasina- 
tion, th© Conference has been deeply troubled by a three-part split 
in its top leadership® The principles of this split are Mrs® Coretta 
King, Dr* King8s widow and a powerful focus for the loyalties of the 
Negro population5 Ralph Abernathy, an excellent aide-de-camp to Dr®
King who appears to have reached his ''level of inecrapehe n o e55 as titu­
lar head of the Conference! and Jesse Jackson, the youthful, charas- 
matic leader of Chicago*s Operation Breadbasket® It is probably 
incorrect to label this leadership problem a "power struggle«" At 
least as yet, neither Jackson nor Mrs. King appears eager to unseat 
*• kbernathy* Rather, th© trouble stems from, the fact that each of the 
three is suspicious and mistrustful of th© other two®9 Also, none of 
the three is able to rise above and unite the other two® Mrs'® King 
and Jackson lack the status within the organization to perform such 
an operation! and Abernathy, although lie has the status, apparently 
lacks th© ability®
The re stilt of this three-way split has been a diffusion of 
the moral energy of the Conference® it seems that Dr® King was the 
necessary capstone which kept th© movement unified and headed in a 
single direction. Without Dr. King and with the resultant split, 
the Conference, in losing its unity, lost its appearance of moral 
certainty and its appearance of being an unstoppable moral force®
Now the Conference appears to be a rudderless ship with three mutually
9lbld.
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distrustful captains®
As the grievances of southern and northern Negro communities 
became more and more centered on jobs, housing, and schools and 
assuming that the future holds no widespread attempts to re segregate 
•tii© black ecmisninity, th© SCLC will continue on this line of evolution* 
It will continue to ds-emphasize the old tactics and strategies and 
become increasingly concerned with Operation Breadbasket and related, 
locally centered programs® The boycott and similar means of exerting 
economic pressure (as opposed to moral pressure) will become the chief 
weapons of th© organisation. Jobs for Negroes and, perhaps, Negro 
Housing and schooling will become its primary concerns® The sword 
one© so fervently wielded by Dr® King will remain sheathed® Black 
1 Ak©rica apparently no longer needs nor deserves the motivation pro­
vided by th© strident exhortations of a Martin Luther King® Nor does 
Black America need the image of th© courageous, unyielding Negro once 
so wid©ly publicized by the SCI/1 ®
It is a tragedy of American race relations that the course 
of the more prominent Negro protest movements in the past decade has 
too often been decided by assassination. The murder of Martin Luther 
King helped lead the SCLC away from its reliance on its traditional 
strategies and tactics of nonviolence. In a similar fashion, the 
"silencing88 and later assassination of Malcolm X helped to lead the 
Black Muslims away from their traditionally militant stance. Until 
th© m±d-196t)ss, the Nation had a prominent place among the angriest 
and most militant of the Negro protest organizations. It stood near
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th® boundary line that separated anger from violence« This position 
won for the Nation much publicity, many headlines* the fear and sus­
picion of the white population, and th© admiration and respect of the 
black population a
Malcolm X —  angry, forceful, articulate p and chara sciatic —  
did more than any other Muslim to keep th© Nation in this rather pro­
minent position. Once Malcolm was murdered, the Nation no longer had 
any mtionally-known, publicity-attracting figure that projected the 
image of th© angry black man. Elijah Muhammad, although many of his 
utterances have been hostile toward the whit© population simply does 
-"not project the same kind of image as did Malcolm Xc Perhaps th©
, Messenger®s age and relative anonymity with regard to the general popu­
lation (he makes few public appearances) are ‘the reasons for his rela­
tive lack of fearsemen© ss.
The only other nationally-known Muslim is Muhammad All —
■ nee Cassius Clay. Perhaps because of his peculiar mannerisms with 
regard to professional boxing —  his buffonary, his immense self™ 
confidence, and his "childliken habit of harrassing his opponents —  
few people take Muhammad All seriously. Th© popular conception of 
Muhammad All is that h@ is still “putting th© world on,H that his 
profession of Islam is nothing more than a gigantic gam© he is playing 
in order to avoid the Selective Service. Thus, far from being defined 
as a threat by th© popular press and by the white population, Muhammad 
All is regarded as a harmless clown who is using a bizarre religious 
sect as the means with which to keep some distance between himself 
and th© Army basic training camp.
The loss of Malcolm X and th© inability (or unwillingness) of 
th© Nation to revitalize the fearsome visage which he provided for 
th® movement * ates the new direction of th© organisation» Gra­
dually, since th© i960 * s , the Nation has lost its militant* fierce 
image® Increasingly sine© that time, the Muslims have become the 
fat, conservative bourgeoisie^ —  of the black "Wasps" —  of th© militant 
Negro movements
As the Nation de-emphasized its militancy, it continued to 
emphasize its economic program® As w© have -seen, the Muslims have
I*1been quite successful in building up an independent, black econoagre ^
At the present time* the net worth of the movement is estimated at 
IP$?4?0G0,00Go “ In keeping with Roberto Michels ”Iron Rule of Qligar- 
13chy9" it is not too pregumptious to indicate 'the possibility that 
this ©volution away from militancy is a direct result of the economic 
-growth of the organization, Michels notes a tendency ©f radical 
organizations to divest themselves of their radicalism as they com© 
to have a stake in th© status quo. That is, as an organization 
evolves and grows, it must necessarily develop & stable leadership®
The leaders, after a time, begin to derive rewards from their status 
(e®g., wealth, power, and/or prestige) that they are tmwilling to lose 
The self-interest of th® leaders dictates that the status quo b©
w .r.m'" aw  r-gtnu^ nM
*^”lhe Original Black Capitalists,” Time, March 7 9 19&9$ P® 21 
•^ -See page hO, Chapter XII.
*^MTh© Muslims® Farms,” Newsweek9 December 8, 1969, p. 57®
^Roberto Michels, Political Parties (New York* Hearst 
International Library, 1915)*
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maintained —  even at the cost of the original goals of the movement* 
They* therefore* begin to de-emphasis© those aspects of the movement 
which might cause the state to persecute or destroy the organization* 
The leaders quickly become less and less radical in order to preserve 
th© movement and to protect themselves from loss of status©
Thus9 it is not inconceivable that the Nation has more or less 
deliberately moved away from militancy in order to protect and pre­
serve its constantly growing economic wealth* The exact events that 
led to Malcolm Xes silencing and his assassination have never been 
clear© Because of this lack of precis© information9 it is difficult 
to m&k© conclusions about those events© However, it is clear that 
the position of **organizational militant** which Malcolm filled so 
well has been left empty since his death© It is therefore appropriate 
to conclude that this omission was deliberate and is simply a reflec­
tion of the trend of the Nation away from militancy©
There can be no doubt that the Muslims find this direction 
toward affluence to b© extremely comfortable© In fact, the role now 
being played by the Muslims as the bourgeoisie of black militancy is 
th© fulfillment of all of the teachings of th© Messenger which are con­
cerned with the values of thrift * diligence 9 and perseverance* Because 
of th© extrem© compatibility of this new position with the basic 
teachings of the Nation, there is no reason to doubt that the Muslims 
will continue along this evolutionary line toward greater and greater 
economic wealth and farther and farther away from the militancy and 
fearsomeness that characterized the organization in the early 1960cs. 
Th© Nation of Islam of 1970 —  an organisation that has been labled
"falsely fierce” by Newsweek Magazine —  is far removed from the 
Nation of Islam of th© late 1950 ®s —  an organization which inspired 
a television documentary entitled “The Hat© that Hate Produced®"
This thesis has been an attempt to combine the insights of 
several sub-fields of sociology —  role psychology, social movements, 
and minority relations —  in order to discover the precise dynamics 
of a highly significant phenomenon of recent American history —  the 
©mergence of what has been referred to as the "New Negro®” In this 
connection, two important Negro protest organizations, the SCLC and 
the Nation of Islam, have been observed in detail® It has been dis®- 
covered that th© nature of th© images projected by th© two movements 
is >& direct outgrowth of th© climate of opinion, geographical location 
and internal structure of each organisation®
At base, as has already bean indicated in ‘this chapter, all 
social movements are responses to th© felt needs of their constituency 
The SCIC of th© early 1960*s, by constantly publicizing its image of 
the Negro, served th© crucial function of awakening and motivating 
th© black population® Working primarily in th© South where Dr® King8© 
strategies and tactics found their most appropriate application, th© 
Conference also served to channel th© mounting anger of the black 
millions© By channeling this angry energy through nonviolence, the 
SCLC helped to shatter th© rigid regime of Jim Crow©
Th© Black Muslims, focusing primarily on th© North, helped to 
arouse millions of black people from their apathy by use of their 
image of th© Negro® For millions of Negroes who never had any
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inclination to actually become Muslims,) th© Nation came to symbolize 
the new Negro —  proud, defiant, and unable to accommodate himself to 
* any form of racial injustice.
Thus jr. both of these organizations —  and their projected 
images —  played fundamental roles in th© initiation and guidance of 
Negro protest in the first half of this decade. Somehow, however, 
both th® SCLC and the Nation have been unable to preserve their ori­
ginal identities. As we have seen, Dr. Kinges strategy of nonviolence 
became inappropriate as southern Jim Crowism was defeated. As the 
traditional strategy began to lose efficiency, the SG1G began to shift 
more and mors to Operation Breadbasket as its primary program.
In the sain© way, as the decade has progressed, the Muslims 
have moved further and further away from their traditional militancy. 
They are becoming more and more the "falsely fierce” bourgeoisie of 
Negro separatism.
At base, th© changes in direction of these two organizations 
reflect changes in the needs, goals, and demands of the Negro popula­
tion. That is, th© changes in th© SCIC and th© Nation reflect a much 
broader change in the nature of the race problem in America 0 In the 
early i9606s, th© problem could be phrased —  and, perhaps, it needed 
to be phrased —  in terms of moral absolutes. Because of the pervasive­
ness of segregation and because of the problems involved in motivating 
th© black population (not to mention the necessity of attracting the 
sympathy of the white population) it was useful and appropriate to 
reduce the problem to a simple case of right (the Negroes' absolute 
right to justice) versus wrong (the denial of racial justice by the
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white society). What was needed at that time m s  praise for those 
”right«~tiiinkingH people and condemnation for the evil that stood in 
the m y  of justice. Martin Luther King and Malcolm X, each in his 
own way, supplied plentiful amounts of these moralistic, righteous
preachments *
However 9 as th© battle against legalHy-sanctioned Jim Crowis® was 
won and as the problem of motivation became less and less serious, 
tii© moralistic overtones of the problem became increasingly less 
important. Th© struggle has in fact changed to a concern over rather 
specific kinds of issues —  e.g.5 jobs, housing, and schooling, Th© 
economic correlates of race relations are increasingly becoming th© 
focus of attention. Tim© even reports of a New Orleans-based black 
power group called “Thugs United” which goes so far as to ensure that 
even th© profits mad® from th© prostitution and drug rackets are kept 
within th© Negro community®^ As the problem changes, it is only 
natural that the Conference and th© Nation keep pace with their respec­
tive constituencies by accenting those aspects of their organizations 
which can best serve th© needs of the black population*
All of the above is not to say that Negroes have be com© less 
angry In recent years — * only that the Nation and th© Conference have 
de«emphas±zed those aspects of their public image which one© channeled 
that anger. If anything, in fact, blacks are becoming angrier and 
more militante For example, in a recent poll, Tim© Magazine reports 
that fully 31 percent of th© black population feels that violence will 
probably b© necessary in order for Negroes to win their rights. This
^"Black America 1970,“ Tima. April 6, 1970, p. 22.
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figure contrasts with the figure from 19&3 which reports that only 
22 percent of the blacks felt that violence would probably be neces- 
In addition* 4-0 percent of th© youngest age group tested (ages 
14-21) felt that violence would probably be necessary*'**-’
Other organisations and other spokesmen have* however, re­
placed the Muslims as th© primary expression of the black rage* In 
th© same poll* it was reported that 30 percent of the black respondents 
had "a great deal” of respect for Eldridge Cleaver —  the Minister of 
Information for the revolutionary Black Panther Party* Only 23 percent 
of Hi© sample reported feelings of "a great deal" of respect for Elijah 
Muhammad** These figures are significant because they indicate the
■.present mood of the black population and contain implications for th© 
f^uture* Insofar as th© Panthers are a genuinely revolutionary group* 
■the relatively high degree of approval blacks give to them is a clear 
. indication of the level of anger in the black community©
It has been the central thrust of this thesis that the self- 
image of the individual is a function of available social roles, pub­
lic opinion of those roles, and related cultural imagery* The rise 
of the "New Negro" has resulted in —  and been a result of —  altera­
tions in the content of these three variables* That is, the number 
of "positive" social roles available to Negroes has expanded along 
with changes in public definitions and cultural images of Negroes —  
all in a mutually and intricately interrelated process* American 
Society has reached a point in 1970 at which, available roles for
"^•%bid*, p. 29*
16Ibid., p. 28.
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black people are probably more numerous than ever before* Today, 
th© Negro has a considerable rang© of rol© models —  from Kldridge 
Cleaver to Whitney Young to Willie Mays —  from which to choose*
Also, public definitions and cultural imagery provide at least a 
modicum of legitimacy for all of these roles®
Since the phenomena dealt with in this thesis are not con~ 
tained entirely in the past but are© in fact* trends and relationships 
which continue to mold th© present and the future, it is appropriate 
to ©nd this thesis not by looking backward butf rather,-by extrapo­
lating present trends towards th© future® What, then, will the “New 
Negro” of th© future be? Which of these many identities will be 
chosen by black people to guide their future interactions with whit© 
society?
: . To answer th© abov© questions, two trends appear to be espe­
cially important* First, as has already been mentioned,^ there has 
been a steady increase in th© proportion of the white population which 
agree, at least in principle, to th© idea of Negro ©quality® For 
example § in 1942, only 30 percent of the national whits population 
approved the idea of school integration® Ey 1963, that figure had 
risen to 62 percent® Also, in the areas of residential and public 
transportation integration, percent of whites approving rose from 
35 to 64 percent for housing and from 44 to ?8 percent for public 
transportation during th© same time period.
^ S gq page 6lf Chapter XV.
“k^ Paul B® Sheatsley, "White Attitudes Toward th© Negro,” in 
The Negro American, ©d® by Kenneth B® Clark and Talcott Parsons 
(Boston g Houghton-Mifflin, 1968), pp® 305, 308®
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From these figures it can be concluded that a large segment 
©£ American society has come to reject the public image and related 
cultural imagery which, in the past, defined the Negro as an inherently 
inferior being# Thus, a significant proportion of white people are 
becoming less and less rigid in their allegiance to the Sambo stereo­
type and more and more flexible with regard to th© social roles they 
are willing .to ascribe to Negroes#
Secondly, black people, in spite of a decade marked by assas­
sinations, bitter cruelty, riots, violence, and intransigience on all 
levels, still choose moderate figures as their primary rol© models#
For example, in. a recent survey, black respondents were asked to indi­
cate the black leaders and organisations for whom they felt a "groat 
deal of respect®” The nine men and organisations for whom more than 
5Q percent of the sample felt this degree of respect were s the NAACP 
(for whom 75 percent felt a "great deal of respect”), the SCLC (73 per­
cent), Mayor Carl Stokes (63 percent), the Reverend Ralph Abernathy 
(62 percent). Mayor Charles Evers (6l percent), Roy Wilkens (55 per­
cent), the NUL (5b percent), Justice Thurgood Marshall (5b percent), 
and the Reverend Jesse Jackson (51 percent)
Thus, along with the increasing willingness of white people 
to accept a broader range of black identities, the role model choices 
of Negroes remain clustered in the broad middle ranges of the Negro 
protest movement# In a sense, then, the "New Negro” has, in fact, 
arrived# This "New Negro” derives from this same broad middle spectrum 
of the Negro protest movement and finds considerable (and increasing)
■^’Black America 1970,” Time, p« 28#
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legitimation from American society in general and also from white 
people o He is a being who* in demanding his freedom and in refusing 
to accept anything less than all of his freedom* has in many ways 
already liberated himself —  at least from the mental prison of Black 
Sambo® H© is aware of and consciously (frequently self-consciously) 
proud of his blackness# He has already undergone the moral and 
psychological upheaval of an identity crisis and* spurred on by ©vents* 
people* and words* has resolved that crisis in favor of an identity 
which centers on feelings of potency* self-respect* and an easy con­
fidence in his manhood#
It is appropriate to conclude that this new identity of the 
Negro —  approved both by whites and blacks —  will increasingly 
become the pivotal point on which future interactions between th© 
groups and future attempts to construct a mutually satisfactory mode 
of accommodation will be based* It is more difficult and* perhaps* 
inappropriate to conclude 'that this specific new identity will be 
adopted by a majority or even a large percentage of black people*
In America of 19?0 there are simply too many choices* too many role 
models* too many combinations and permutations of identities, defini­
tions* and roles to justify such a conclusion# The very fact that 
this variability ©3d.sts is, of course* one of the primary indications
of the degree of success achieved to date by the Negro protest move-
/
xaent*
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